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Euple Ward, NEEDLINE Director, discusses their services with Paul Mansfield,chairman of Public Relations and Community Improvement Committee for the.Murray Lions Club. The Lions Club has recently presented NEEDLINE with a S300
donation. The club has been a source of continuing support to NEEDUNE since itbegan operation eighteen months ago.
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17 Indictments Returned
By September Grand Jury
Seventeen indictments were returned by
the September Grand Jury in Calloway
Circuit Court this morning. Those indicted
for criminal charges included:
Bernice Bridges, forgery;
Charlotte Marie Joiner, forgery; shec
entered a plea of not guilty in court today;
Danny Joe Burkeen, forgery; he entered
a plea of not guilty in court today;
Bill Adams, criminal possession of a
forged instrument;
Paxton Smith, burglary, entered a plea
of not guilty;
Jack Thomas, charged with wanton
endangerment, entered a plea of not
guilty;
Marlin Yates, criminal possession of a
forged instrument;
Milton Gordon, charged with damaging
property belonging to the city of Murray
and the Tappan Co., entered a plea of not
guilty.
The remaining indictments were not
made public, pending arrest of the in-
dividuals named.
The grand jury's report is as follows:
"The Grand Jury would further report
that we have inspected the public buildings
of Calloway County and report as follows:
"JAIL—The Grand Jury visited the
Calloway County Jail and found the Jail to
be clean and adequate-to meet the needs of
the County.
"HEALTH CENTER—The Grand Jury
inspected the Calloway County Health
Center and talked with employees in that
facility. The Health Center is now in the
process of new cortstruction, and this new
Council Approves Changes In Water
RatesL Charged,AA9bite-Home.parks---=ettarrintol=cfOrthevarZlItYCALLOWAY COUNTY COUR
The drawing of amendments to four
ordinances changing the method of
computing water and sewer charges for
mobile home parks and apartments was
approved by the Murray City Council at its
regular meeting last night.
Council water committee chairman
Fred Workman explained the proposed
changes by saying:
"As many of you know, a large mobile
home park business ( Riviera Courts) was
built in Murray in 1970. Its construction
was based on a financial study made
utilizing a contracted price rate for water
and sewer which did not include a
minimum monthly charge for each unit,
but was based on actual water con-
stunption. This rate was in effect for all
users at the time. However, shortly after
the contractual date, a new monthly
minimum rate was set for all mobile home
parks except the one which had the
previous contract.
"In 1974 it was pointed out to the present
water committee that this difference in
rates given to businesses of the same type
was unfair. Not having the figure for the
net income difference to the city if the
usage rate was returned to, the committee
decided to take steps to nullify the con-
Murray Board Receives
Report On Discrimination
The Murray Board of Education
received a report on sex discrimination
regulations in the school system from
Assistant Supt. Ty Holland at its regular
meeting Thursday night.
Holland told board members that Title
IX federal regulations prohibits sex
discrimination in federally assisted
programs, effective July 1. Admission and
treatment of students is included, as well
as education programs and activites.
Holland outlined the provisions of the
law, including all classes must be sexually
integrated except sex education and
certain contact sports; equal opportunity
Is to exist in certain class activities,
sports, clubs and others; text books and
other materials are not covered; self
evaluation report is required by the school
districts at the end of this school year.
The assistant superintendent said
compliance in elementary schools is
required after one year and in secondary
schools at the end of three years. It was
pointed out that probably the greatest
adjustment will be in health and physical
education programs, home economics,
industrial arts and certain vocational
classes and extra curricular activities.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper asked the
board's help in a poster-slogan contest for
elementary students for fire prevention
week, October 5. Awards will be given in
the contest, to be divided into four
divisions.
tract. The business which had the contract
has naturally complaine.d, since the
business was built based On an economic
situation engendered by the contracted
water rate structure in effect at the time.
The committee thus feels that in fairness
they should return to the actual usage rate
structue in effect at the time of the con-
tract. Of course increases in water rate
made since that time should be retained,
but the structure itself changed. However,
if we change the structure back to the
original for one business, we must do it for
others which were affected by the original
change.
"To this end, the committee has decided
that the basis for who is billed at the usage
rate should be the purchase of a privilege
license, and if we use this as a basis, then
we should have a privilege license
category for apartment businesses, and
allow any of these who so desire to pur-
chase one.
"The committee is thus submitting as a
recommendation the amendment of four
ordinances dealing with water and sewer
rate structure and with privilege license
categories. Each of you have draft copies
of the sections of each ordinance which
will be affected.
Scattered Showers
A few widely scattered showers ending
early this morning, partial clearing this af-
ternoon and turning cooler, high around 70.
Tonight fair and much cooler, low in the
mid to upper 40s. Saturday sunny and cool,
high in the mid and upper 60s. Sunday sun-
ny and slightly warmer.
Kennedy And Ford Front-Runners
For Nominations Gallup Says Here
By J.D. LANCASTER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Pollster George Gallup, Jr., in a speech
at Murray State University, Thursday said
that Sen. Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts is still the front-runner for
the 1976 Democratic presidential
nomination. However, since Kennedy has
announced his intentions not to run,
Governor George Wallace of Alabama is in
first place with 23 per cent and Humphrey
with 20 per cent.
In fact, Gallup said Humphrey and
Wallace are in a pollster's tie." Other
leading contenders rounding out the list
are Sen. George McGovern, 11 per cent,
Sen. Henry Jackson 10 per cent and Sen.
Edmund Muskie, 10 per cent.
On the Republican front, President
Ford's lead over former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan is gaining with each new
survey, Gallup said. President Ford in the
latest poll received 46 per cent to Reagan's
19 per cent and Sen. Barry Goldwater's 11
per cent.
Gallup also said that Reagan has been
losing ground since March when he only
trailed Ford by 12 points as compared to
the 26 points in the latest poll.
"People view Ford's performance as
lackluster," said Gallup. One-fourth of the
people interviewed says that Ford has
accomplished nothing. Many say that
President Ford has helped' the prestige of
the presidency( since Watergate. Despite
this, Ford has never received as high a
rating as did his predecessofs, Richard M.
Nixon and Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Gallup believes that the major issues in
the 1975 presidential election_ will be the_
areas of foreign . policy of sending less
troops and improved relations with the
Soviet Union. Another issue is the economy
in which people are concerned with the
GEORGE GALLUP, JR.
high cost of living and unemployment.
Gallup added that the economy even
overshadowed the Watergate issue during
the Nixon Administration. Other issues are
dissatisfaction with government, morals,
and crime.
College age young people are in favor of
such issues as the legalization of
marijuana, having abortions, and
_ premarital sex,_. Gallup said. "College
campuses are more concerned about
business and there tends to be anti-
business feelings," said Gallup. In fact the
hero of the college campus is consumer
advocate Ralph Nader. Many of the
college students are disillusioned with
America and 22 per cent say that they
would be willing to settle in another
country.
Gallup said that many Americans are
concerned about morals and their
families. "Six of ten Americans are
concerned about the future of themselves
and their families," he said.
Gallup said that opinions in this country
are changing since the founding of he
Gallup poll in 1935. In 1939, the poll showed
that it was indecent for women to wear
shorts and that one-third said that men
should not go topless. However, in a recent
poll, 6 per cent of college men and 2 per
cent of college women said that they have
streaked.
The Gallup Poll, or the American !:
stitute of Public Opinion, was formed in
1935 to deal with social, political, and
economic issues of the day said Gallup
"When we interview people we have
geographical blocks and 350 sampling
locations throughout the country," he said
They interview every fourth house and
keep the same interval and the same in-
terview. The .interview lasts about 40
minutes and deals with issues, product
and background of the people, said Gallup
Gallup also stated that the poll
financed by some 135 newspape
throughout the country that subscribe
the column that appears twice a week
Gallup said that the governm, •
respects the poll and does nothing
control it. I hope the federal governm•
will not do this because "it might be used
ass propagandool. If you stop -
you injure the free press." Gallup said
Gallup mentioned that future pollsjii,
be taken ton busing, women's rights P1171'
president mingling in crowds.
^,
"The first, which amends Ordinance 525,
will remove the mobile home park as a
special-case category of business and treat
it the same as motels and hotels, with
which it is categorized in the present
privilege license ordinance. This amend-
ment also sets out the conditions of the
privilege license purchase as a necessity




construction should alleviate the over-
crowded conditions that now exist.
"DOG POUND—The Grand Jury also
visited the Dog Pound, which is located
across from Vanderbilt Chemical COM-
pany on the Old Poorhouse Road. We found
the Dog Pound in very good condition. The
dogs appear to be well fed and had water.
They were not crowded in their pens and
there was adequate shelter for the
animals. The surrounding area was clean
and neat.
"COUNTY HIGHWAY BARN—The
Grand Jury also visited the Courtly High-
way Barn at Fifth and Vine Streets in
Murray, Kentucky. We were there during
the daytime and found the barn to be
unattended, with no one present to help
protect the valuable property that is in or
around the barn. There was oil on the floor
that appeared to be a fire hazard. We
recommend, further, that all County
trucks be adequately marked with proper
painting tojndicate they belong to the
Calloway County Road Department. We
further recommend that adequate security
THOUSE—The Grand Jury visited all of
the offices in the Courthouse, and we found
it to be well kept and in good condition. We
—do suggest that new drapes be purchased -
for the Jury Room and that the leak in the
ceiling of the Jury Room be repaired.
Bill Furgerson, coach of the Murray
State Racers gave Rotarians a preview of
personnel and outlined his program for
this years football team at the Rotary
meeting on Thursday.
Coach Furgerson said that this is the
year of replacing quarterbacks on OVC
teams and considering this as a single
factor, then as a staff the coaches are
optimistic "If we have a strong point it is
our experience on defense," he added.
Using a dressing room blackboard he
outlined the offensive...and "defensive
personnel who will fill the positions on the
team this year. He pointed out that fresh-
men would be doing the kicking and
punting this year and this could cause
some problems
Be said his personal goals for the foot-
ball program at MSU since taking it over
are: a respectable program, a conference
and possible national championship, the
new stadium filled to capactiy of 15,000 and
a long range goal of building the other side
of the stadium. He was introduced by Dr.
George Oakley.
Rotary President Ed Chrisman an-
nounced that Sarah E. Sams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Sams, Murray has
been awarded a Rotary fellowship to study
in Switzerland and also announced that
District 671 Governor of Rotary, James R.
Rash, Jr. of Henderson would be the guest
of the local club next week.
"MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM—The
preceding Grand Jury mentioned
problems regarding the Emergency
Room, and we talked with one member of
the Hospital Board concerning measures
that have been taken to alleviate the
problems previously mentioned. It is our
opinion, both from our collective
knowledge as citizens and from our in-
terview, that progress is being made
toward the solution of the problem, and we
commend the Hospital Board for its ef-
forts.
"OTHER INVESTIGATIONS—The
Grand Jury investigated the death of
Darrel Hale, which occurred on May 2,
1975. We interviewed a large number of
witnesses in this matter, and we do not
choose to return any indictments in this
matter.
"The Grand Jury investigated the death
of Larry Wayrnan Dillard, which occurred
on August 16, 1975. We interviewed a
(See Grand Jury, Page 16)
Commission
Sets Hearings
Three public hearings are scheduled for
the regular meeting of the Murray
Planning Commission Tuesday, Sept. 16,
at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall.
The items to be considered include:
—requests by Mr!. J. M. Merthz.1! nd-
Dr. H. C. Denham to change present
residential ( R2) zoning tb professional
office (P0) zoning on lots on 12th St., and;
—a request from Northwood Subdivision
developers to change present agriculture
zoning to commercial B2) highway
business zoning and residential ( R4)
zoning on Highway 641 N.
Parents Vote To Close
Briensburg Tint School
BR1ENSBURG, Ky. ( AP) — Parents
have voted to close a tent school set up
three weeks ago in protest of the planned
closing of the local elementary school,
even though they've won no promises from
local or state officials.
Gene Harper, chairman of a group
called Concerned Parents of Brien burg
and Gilbertsville, said the parents voted
Thursday night to send the approximately
60 children who've been attending school
in a tent to the Gilbertsville elementary
school, about five miles away.
"The main thing was a protest to bring
our situation to the attention of the public
and higher officials," Harper said Friday.
"The protest served its purpose. It did get
attention."
Hair said the local school board had
decided to build a new elementary school
in the area, and shut down Briensburg and
Gilbertsville. But, he said, it ended up with
plans to close the two local schools without
building any new school.
"They said 'we'd rather build a gym-
nasium and football field at Central High
School than build your new elementary
school," Harper said.
That's when the protest started.
"It seems like there was a com-
munications gap between what they were
telling the people at the county and at the
state level," Harper said. "The county was
telling us that the state was blocking the
building of a new school. The state said
there bad 'never been a request tor the
building.
"We hired four certified teachers, all
from donations and contributions," Har-
per said. "We held a fund-raising festival
last Saturday night. We raised $1,400."
The state Board of Education voted
Thursday to send a committee to Brien-
sburg to check on the situation, and Har-
per said that was enough to end the
protest. "We wasn't really proud of it the
protest)," he said. "It does in some sense
jeopardize the children's chance to get a
better education.
"It went a little longer than anyone
thought it would. Both sides probably
thought it would last two or three days," he
added.
"I think we've brought the situation to
the attention of the right people," Harper
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A NEW LOOK WILL BE evident to the home crowd as the Murray High tiger band takes the field tonight during theMurray High-Henry County fitiotball game. A Rifle Corps has been added to the mirching unit which will add the new andcolorful look. The rifle corps was conceive by the directors in the fall of 1974 and became a reality with the cooperationof seven tale.nted voting lathev who said Wiey woold like to give it a try, lames tight and student teaCher-Mike- Winslowworked with these girls through the spring and early summer on the fundamentals of rifle manuevering. The corps alsounderwent a rigorultihree-day (amp under the direction of color guard espert Bill Ra%sdale and his assistants. Thebers of the rifle coops are Captain I snda Perrin, Deanna Seigler, Sherri Requarth, Lisa Hopkins, Angie Noel, Alison Weaserand Kelly Robinson.




Hazel Lodge No. 831 will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet at the church at 6:30
p.m. to go to Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly.
American Legion and
Auxiliary will meet at seven
p.m. at the Legion Hall.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at the club at 7:30 p.m.
Fellowship supper will be
held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
at 6:30 p.m.
iSaturday, September 13
Country Music Show will be
sponsored by Wranglers Riding
Club at the club grounds,
located four miles east of
Murray on Van Cleve Road, at
7:30 p. m.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution will meet
with Mrs. John Livesay, New
Concord, at 1:30 p. m. with Dr.
Riley Venza to speak on
"Constitution."
Sunday, September 14
Murray Chapter, Parents Carter School PTA will haveWithout Partners, will meet at watermelon supper at thethe UCM parking lot at one p.m. school at 6:30 p. m. Note changeto go to Bob Noble Park, in date.
Padueah, for a family outing.
Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the Extension office at
12:30 p. m. Note change of time
and place.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p. m.
Tuesday, September 16
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at ten a. in. at
the church for a mission study
and potluck luncheon. Women
of Martin's Chapel Church are
invited.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seven p. in. at the Health
Center.
West Fork Baptist Church
Women will meet with Martha
Butterworth at 7:30 p. m.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a. m. at the church.
Poplar Spring 13apUst Church Murray Bird Club will meet atWomen will meet at slap. m. at .he ciagway
Library at 7:30 p. m.
Paris District meeting of
United Methodist Church
Women will be held at Goshen
Church, Highway 121 at Stella,
at-2!3b It17
St. Leo's Catholic Church
wide picnic will be at the
pavilion, Kenlake State Park,
Highway 94 East, at one p. m.
Each one is to bring a covered
dish and soft drinks.
Monday, September 15
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the club
house at 6:30 p. m. with Mrs.
Durwbod.Beatty as chairman cd-- -
the hostesses.
East Elementary PTC will
have a potluck supper at the
school cafeteria at seven p. m.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p. m. at the club
house with Mrs. Donald Brock
as chairman of the hostesses.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens with Doris
Rowland of Peoples Bank to
speak at 10:30 a. m. and bazaar
meeting from 10:05 to noon.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Center at 9:30 a. in.
Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.
WELCOME ALL AGES Saturday Sept. 13,
8:00 p.m. to another Big Live Stage
Show—Just like The Grand Ole-You Know
What.
COUNTRY & BLUE GRASS
MUSIC WITH THE COUNTRY SOUND
Featuring
Ky. Lake Music Barn Stars—Plus Special
Guest Eddie & Sussie Rye a poplar Husband
& Wife Duo from Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.
Draw Free Hams
Strictly Clean & Decent
Refreshments - Soft Drinks Only
The Big Red Barn 6 mi. from Paris Landing State Park
Tenn. Hwy. 119 North., 14 mi. from Murray, Ky. Hwy.
121 South.
COMING
Friday Sept. 19,8:00 p.m.
1st Big Big Square Dance
Plenty Room-Air Conditioned
Make Plans to attend
For information call 502-436-8806
Miss Louise Tipton
And Al McClain Are
Married At Church
Mr. and Mrs. 'Al Eugene McClain
Miss Louise (Lucy) Tipton
and Al Eugene McClain were
united in marriage in an August
evening ceremony at seven
o'clock at the First Assembly of
God, Mayfield, with Rev. John
F. (th'Y Pe4aczlziriK the &NUB-
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Thelma Ross of Benton,
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos- Alexander of
Nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Dolly Meade.
The family pews were
marked with white satin bows.
The candles were lighted by
Charles Tipton of Coldwater,
brother of the bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her brother, James Tipton of
Murray, wore a floor length old
fashion dress with a fitted
bodice with off the shoulder
ruffle tied with black ribbons.
The skirt was gathered and was
enhanced with ruffles to the
hemline.
She wore a picture hat of
Venice lace. Her only jewelry
was a diamond pendant, gift of
the groom. She carried a
nosegay of red roses and baby's
breath accented with red and
pink ribbons tied in lover's
knots.
Mrs. Janice Murphy served
as matron of honor. She wore a
floor length mint green
polyester knit dress com-
plemented with a v-neckline
with butterfly sleeves, and
carried a nosegay of red roses
of baby's breath accented with
red and pink ribbons tied in
lover's knots.
Attending the groom as best
man was George Murphy.
The bride's mother wore an
aqua blue street length double
knit dress with white ac-
cessories. The mother of the
groom wore an aqua blue street
length knit dress with white
accessories. Both had corsages
of red roses.
Reception
The reception was held at the
South Highland Country Club,
Mayfield.
Miss Tona Turner presided at
the guest register.
Serving at the reception were
















Gifts For Him and For Her






Over 1000 Pieces to Choose from
FABULOUS AUTHENTIC INDIAN HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY




Saturday, September 13 thru Wednesday, September 17, 10 a.m.ito 7 p.m.






Attending the reception were
Senator and Mrs. Richard
Weisenburger, St. Rep. and
Mrs. Lloyd Clapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Gardner, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Humphreys, Mr. and Mrs.
-Charles-Tiptcin- -cmd- children,
David and Mario, Mr. and Mrs.
James Tipton and children,
Trina and Jimmie, Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Gardner, Lee
Carlton, Miss Brenda Riley,
Fleradalia- Fl&l4ar4 gesit—
and Mrs. Tony Seavers, Mrs:
Catherine Seavers, Mrs. Ina
Lee McClain, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Naline and daughter, Jona, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. McClain and
daughter, Penny, Mr. and Mrs.
Kent Berkley and son, Greg,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Rev. John Bradley, Mrs.
Yvonne Turner and daughters,
Tona and Lou Ann, Mike Evons,
Miss Cathey Rhew, Mr. and
Mrs. James Gillium, Mr- and
Mrs. John Wright, Mrs. Sara
Hobbs, Mrs. Sharalette San-
derson, Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Ross, and Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Alexander.
The bride is employed as
Ward-Secretary at the Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield, and
the groom is employed as news
director of Radio Station
WNGO, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. McClain are





Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and their wives met
Saturday evening, September 6,
for their regular monthly dinner
and social meeting held at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
New members welcomed
were Gary Bostic and Don
Mears. Norman Klapp is club
president.
Members and wives attending
were Messrs and Mesdames
John L. Williams, Norman
Klapp, Freed Cotham, Roy
Folsom, Buford Hurt, Don
Robinson, Allen Jones, Charles
M. Baker, William E. Moffett,
Dan Rodden, R. C. Jones,
Woodrow Dunn, Jack Norwine,
Wilson Huston, Leroy Todd,




The Carter School Parent-
Teacher Association will meet
Tuesday. September 16, at 6:30
p. in. The meeting was changed
from September 18 .due to a
contict- with the Middle School
PTO.
A watermelon supper will be
served on the lawn of Carter
School.
Mrs. Ann Watson, president,
urges all members and in-
terested persons to attend as




The East Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
Tuesday, September 16, at
seven p. m, in the school
cafeteria.
A potluck supper will br
served and all parents
teachers; and interested pr
































Ledger & nines Marie Taylor Presents Program
,Cejlte For Members,Sigmo Department
Wife Chokes on
Hubby's Dinner Joke
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is a husband who thinks he's
funny. I had a very nice dinner party at home the other
night and was especially proud of the way everything
turned out.
Well, when the guests were leaving, my husband said,
"Come back soon because the only time I get a decent meal
around here is when we have company." Everybody
laughed, but I wanted to crawl into a hole.
He said that once before, and it got a big laugh, so he
pulled it again.
In the first place, Abby, it's not true. I pride myself on
always feeding my family very well. I told him later I didn't
think that crack was very funny, but he said, "I was only
kidding."
Is there a clever retort I could use in case my husband,
the comic, says that again?
TICKED OFF IN TULSA
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at
the club house on Monday,
September 8, at 6:30 p. m. for
the first monthly meeting of the
fall term.
A potluck dinner proceded the
meeting and Sigma members
Marie Taylor
exchanged recipes for each
dish.
Marie Taylor, assistant
professor of music at Murray
State University, played
several beautiful medleys of
semi classical and showtune
music on the piano. She
delighted the group by tracing
her musical career in humorous
renditions of "Three Blind
DEAR TICKED: You could say, (only kidding of course)
The only time my ever lovin' Scrooge gives me money for
fancy groceries is when we have company."
DEAR ABBY: Twelve years ago when my brother died,
his death wish was that I watch over his wife and children,
which I have_ 
Millie (his wife) never remarried due to some bad
experiences with men.
She is ill now, and the doctors have given her about six
months to live.
Yesterday, I stopped by to see Millie and the kids, and I
mentioned a business trip I was going on.
Ina ivitlir—y.szt7 -Pm 'starved form-little •
love."
Abby, I love my wife and have never cheated on her, but I
hate to turn Millie down.
What do I say to this beautiful, sensitive, love-starved
woman who has now turned to me for help in the last days of
her life?
TENDER CONSCIENCE
DEAR TENDER: Tell her the truth—that you'd like to
take her, but you've never cheated on your wife, and your
conscience won't permit it now.
DEAR ABBY: When are men going to smell like real
he-men again?
I'm a 20-year-old single girl who's dating no one special,
but all the miss I data me11 like happy hookers. Real
nauseating. - -
Whatever happened to that natural masculine scent men
used to have? Makes me wonder if maybe they aren't using
a lot of sweet-smelling stuff to cover up the unpleasant odor
that comes from not showering.
LIKES REAL MEN
DEAR LIKES: If you like the man, but don't like the
way he smells, spend a couple of bucks for a scent you like
better and ask him to use it—especially for you
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





presided at the business
meeting during which finances
and projects for the coming
year were discussed.
Hostesses were Mesdames G.
T. Lilly, Kenneth Winters.
William Maddox, Richart
Knight, Thomas McNeely
Harold Hurt, and W. J. Pitman
Theta Department
To Meet Monday
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its first meeting of the new club
year on Monday, September 15,
at 6:30p. in. at the club house. A
salad supper will be served.
"Get Acquainted With Our
Club" will be the subject of the
program with Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, general club
president, as special guest,
according to the vice-chairman,
Mrs. Cliff Campbell.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Mrs. Harold
Beaman, Mrs. Gene Bailey, and
Mrs. N. T. Beal.
Vernon's
'•FiouLs & Shoes iir t
Olympic Plaza i•-•
041111eeteni Deo. 9-9 Weekda‘s S-4oe Repair Dept
4 •ur...1:4‘
sale sale sale
1500 liquidation Sale is going on now at Vernon's. We
1.0:1111.1.10..4.Pmfld11-01U.S1Pri.I.1.7..tttItez.
customer.
Most merchandise at ' 2 off.
Much at less than ' 2 price.
Nothing at regular price.
Prizes will be Given Away...
450°° Bedroom Suite
400° Saddle-Tappan Range
Plu.s 7 Other Prizes
Boot & Shoe Department





Come Out & See Them
ACTIONFUL FUN for ALL
NOW thru Wed. 9/24
7:25,9:10 + 2:30Sun. I
Hit \ ION S NUMBER ONE AUTO THEFT RINL IS OUT TO Sif At 48
CARS IN A WEEK 47 WERE EASY BUT NUMBER 48 TAKES YOU ON





7: 20, 9:35 + 2: 30 Sat., Sun.
Positively Ends THUR. Sept. 18
JAWS
pc; me BE TOO INTENSE FOR YOUNGER CHIMER
Three
ITC11111C01.0rStarts Fri 9/19 — "SHAMPOO" (11.)..,
THRU WED.
I 7:20,9:00+ 2:30Sat.,Sun.
05)111RRAY .4* Open 7:00-Start 7:30
THRU WED
TOGETHER
For the 1st Time!!
Each Feature
Shown Once Nite
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Mrs. A. 0. Woods Gives Program
At Meet Of Gorden Department
Named a% Outstanding Teachers were, left to right, Mrs.





• Calloway County have been
selected as Outstanding
Elementary Teachers of
America for 1975 and are now in
competition for one of the five
national outstanding elemen-
tary teachers of the year
awards.
The local teachers selected
were Mrs. Lorene Marie Mc-
Cage, Murray Route Five, Mrs.
Mildred T. Lassiter, Murray
Route Three, and Mrs., Betty W.
Cassity of Murray Route Three,
all teachers at East  Flementary
-Kilda •
This is an annual awards
program and their biography
and record of achievements will




Each national winner will
receive a ;500 unrestricted
grant and an award com-
memorating their selection.
Judging for the national honors
will be by distinguished Board
of Advisors who guide the
program.
Double Recipes
When baking casseroles —
macaroni and cheese, tuna
- .rtoedies; elsmew-tetraz--
zini — mix a double recipe.
Have one for the oven today
and one for the freezer for








The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held
its first meeting of the club year
on Thursday, September 4, with
a luncheon served to members
and guests.
Mrs. Ron Cella, department
chairman, welcomed the
members and introduced the
guests. Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
club president, gave a brief
Mrs. A. 0. Woods
report on the progress of
renovating the club house and
Mrs. Bob Billington sum-
marized plans being made for
the First District meeting which
will be held at the Murray Club
on October 22.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. W. B. Graves.
Following the luncheon, Mrs.
Harold Douglas introduced the
— speaker, Isfi
gave a demonstration on floral
arrangements.
Mrs. Woods was a florists in
Murray for many years and
also an accredited flower judge.
ljewe fjar her_ .peesenta tea,
she chose the theme of "using
whatever you have available."
From an • assortment of
flowers and greenery taken
from the summer garden she
made several arrangements
which could be used for a
number of occasions. She
emphasized the fact that for
flower shows, an arrangement
must follow strict standards but
for the home simple, attractive
arrangements can be made
from flowers, fruit or
vegetables, or a combination of
them. She stressed the fact that
a limited number of containers
and accessories could be used to
HALE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hale,
Jr., of Owensboro are the
parents of a baby boy, Brian
Warren, weighing six pounds
thirteen ounces and measuring
211/2 inches, born on Monday,
September 1, at 9:56 p.m. at the
Davies County Hospital,
Owensboro.
They have another son,
Skippy.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Hale, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Hines,
Hardinsburg. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hale, Portland, Maine.
Shopping Lesson
Allow children to do
some of their own shop-
ping. This gives them a
chance to make decisions
and to learn responsibility
in handling money.
CORAPARAIRM AARIORROMPUIRAIIMMI 




Baton 81 Dance Classes
Offered By The South's Top Authorities























Winner of over 200 Awards
...
I
Classes will be held under -'
I
the supervision of Charles






Jazz Fields and Robin 
Crutcher.
Acrobatics 




Ballet teachers• classes are directly •
t
Gymnastics affiliated with the renound
c
•
Modeling Talky-Hooks school. The
C•
•
All Phases of school has produced more
Competitive 







ot settle for the
best? Become a member of
the • award winning
e Devestating Debs per-
forming unit.
4
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Young Women Named
To Appear, Special Book
Five local young women have
been selected to appear in the
1975 edition of Outstanding
Young Women of America.
Named were Cynthia E. Hart,
B2 Coach Estates, Murray,
Sherry Boss Golightly, North
16th Street, Murray, Janice
Boyd Kern, 1702 West Main
Street, Murray, Loretta B.
Jobs, 1513 Martin Chapel Road,
Murray, and Jennifer Trotter,
200 Patchen Drive 145,
Lexington.
The women, along with ap-
proximately six thousand fellow
outstanding young women
throughout the United States,
will be considered for further
state and national awards,
according to Mr. Dexter Otis
Arnold, honorary president of
the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.
If your family enjoys coffee
cake and you have more time
than money, learn to bake it at
home. There are some ex-
cellent ready-baked coffee





During the business meeting
the chairman gave a re
port
from the General Board and
names of perspective member
s
were tabled. Chairmen of the
various committees were
recognized and some of the
programs for the year were
discussed.
Hostesses for the meeting
were: Mrs. Linton Clanton,
Mrs. Ron Cella, Mrs. Harold
Douglas, Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs.




North Calloway Beta Club Holds
Meet; Officers Are Recognized
The North Calloway
Elementary Junior Beta Club
was organized Tuesday, Sep-
tember 9, at a special meeting
held at 1:15 p. m. at the school.
New officers recognized were
Laura Fones, president;
Timmy Feltner, vice-president;





REG. $1.99 TO $299 YD. — "MISSION VALLEY"
leader; Debbie Turner and
Tammy Crouse, song leaders.
The meeting was to acquaint
interested persons in mem-
bership of the Beta Club, an
honorary scholastic service
organization.
Some new service projects
were discussed. Patricia
Lassiter and Lucille Potts are
the sponsors.
• 416" le 45" weft, WO% COMO
• Hewn, See Wove, Renee
• AO vowed Amen Ceders
ea ea vo vote MO Leeeno
CORDUROYSensational Mill Purchase of one of Fell 's most VVantedFashion Fabric. Finest quality Pinwale Corduroy at amere fraction of Mill Cost. Hurry for best selection,quantities me limitede
• 45" wide, 100% Cotton• All the wanted Solid Colors• Machine Washable, 





• 58" *de, Full Bolts, Washable
• The feel & Look of Wool Flannel
• All the wanted Heather Colors
• Brand NIIPW Fall Feshson Loch
FIRST
QUALITY
REGULAR S 2.99 TO S4.99 YD. SOLID & FANCY
• BO" verde, Full Bolts Wishalsks
• Yerndyed Ferules and SORIk
• All new Patterns lond Colors
• save up to $3 II * vud
REC. $5.99 TO $10.99 YD. DEEP PILE
FUN FURS
• 75% Vogel Modedrylic and 25% Acrylic
• Looks and Feels like real fur




LOWEST PRICES ON ALL
FIRST OUALITY FABRICS
raVEST PRICE GUARANTEP
01111111 5.15% rImo •111171• 61141/511111
51•111, Oft(111 Ml, 005511, 'Mott j
••••-••• •••••••••••
YOU REALLY CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY FABRICS ANYW
HERE ELSE!
OME OT THE WORLD S FOHEMOST APPAREL 114ANI.0 At 
TUBER',
PAGE
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R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Kditonals and opinionated attacks on this page are presented f
or
tt, purpose ot a tor= for the free exchange of
 differing
.ipinions Letters to editor in response to editorials and
lonated 'rucks We encouraged
1tie editors ot gps strongly believe that to 
limit
opinionated articki Ia only which parraBel the editorial
PhaosoPh) of this newspaper would be a disservice to our
 readers,
therefore we urge raiders who do not agree with an edltonal stand or
the ideas presented *an individual writer in a canine, t
o respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
OPINION PA GE
Page 4— Friday Afternoon, September 12, 1975
Unfounded Rumors
Cause Much Agony
As in any other community of
like size, ours has an ever-present
rumor mill that continuall,)
modifies, and sometimes distorts
beyond reason, the everyday oc-
currences in Murray.
As Murray's only daily
newspaper, it is our duty and
obligation to check out each
rumor that crosses our desk but
we stop short of printing any
rumor. A rumor is not news unless
and until it is backed up by facts
and then it is no longer classified
as .a rumor.
But more often than not, rumors
prove to be just that. Rumors.
Unfounded rumors have been at
the root of much needless hear-
tache and distress since the begin-
ning of time. And we wish more
people would realize the harm
they might cause by spreading a
story that has been sprinkled with
misinformation to make it more
plausible ( juicier, if you will
So often in our day-to-day
business, we check out a rumor
only to find it's -just not so." Yet,
Guest Editorial
amazingly, it is usually difficult to
get those involved to give us the
true story.
Getting the actual facts in front
of the people is the best way in the
world to squelch the rumor-
mongers. When people are well in-
formed they won't waste time
listening to gossip.
Those in our society who thrive
on gossip, who like to get the
-gory" details, usually yell the
loudest when the tables are turned
and they become the subject of
someone else's ill-begotten tale.
Our advice to everyone would
be: '• Put yourself in the other
fellow's shoes. Would you want
'that' said about you?"
As the English novelist, Jane
Porter (1776-1850), once said:
"He that easily believes rumors
has the principle within him to
augment rumors. It is strange to
see the ravenous appetite with
which some devourers of charac-
ter and happiness fix upon the




The Senate is trying for the
second year to pass an open
meetings law that would apply to
Congress and some executive
agencies. This time it may suc-
ceed, despite a replay of op-
position that developed to the bill
last year.
The proposed law would recidire
congressional committees to
make their bill-drafting sessions
open to the public. House com-
mittees already do this under
rules adopted in 1973. Four Senate
committees have a similar policy,
but it is needed for all com-
mittees.
Also, executive agencies that
are run by two or more co-equal
administrators would have to hold
policy-making meetings in public.
It would apply to about 50 agen-
cies, generally those governed by
boards and commissions whose
members are nominated by the
President and confirmed by the
Senate.
This is where most of the op-
position is coming from. High
level bureaucrats, long ac-
customed to the cozy atmosphere
that secrecy provides, seem
horrified at the very thought of an
open meetings law. They are
raising all the usual and tran-
sparent objections.
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission Chairman Ray Garrett,
Jr., for example, said it would
inhibit the free play of ideas,
result in ill-considered judgments
and cause administrative delays.
Arthur F. Bums, chairman of
e.:
the Federal Reserve Board, was
even more extreme. Cloaking
himself in holiness, Burns seemed
insulted at the suggestion the Fed
needed such a law. He also predic-
ted dire consequences for the
American economy if the Fed _
could not continue to hold closed
meetings.
"The mere thought that an an
ticorruption bill need apply to the
Federal Reserve would cast doubt
on the integrity of the nation's
central bank and would un-
dermine confidence in the dollar
and the future of the economy,"
Burns said.
The Fed, of course, is one of the
most independent, autocratic and
secretive agencies in the entire
bureaucracy. It is also one of the
most powerful, and inclined to
abuse its power. An open
meetings law is needed here more
than anywhere else.
Forty-eight states have passed
"sunshine" laws, and the same
objections have been raised in
nearly every case. None has
proved valid.
Secrecy in government almost
never enhances the ad-
ministrative process. All it does is
protect those who govern. It
enables administrators to hide
their mistakes and self-serving
decisions.
Public officials are supposed to
be accountable to the public. This
is not possible as long as the




By Dr. H. C.CHILES
fiasedon copN righted outlines produced by the I iriunittee on
the Uniform Series and used b perniission
Free, Yet Accountable
Genesis 3:1-13
Everybody wants freedom, but there are
many who do not want to assume the
responsibilities which go with it.
The Test
God created Adam in His own image and
placed him in perfect surroundings in the
beautiful Garden of Eden. In this in-
comparable garden was to be found
-every tree pleasant to the sight," whose
fruit "was good for food."
In the midst of this garden God placed
two trees: the tree of life, and the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. Of the fruit of
the tree of knoviledge of good and evil man
was forbidden to eat on pain of death.
The Tempter
In time Adam and Eve became
acquainted with a serpent. The serpent did
not resemble the writhing and ugly reptile
which bears that name today. It is not at
all surprising that Satan selected this
beautiful animal as a medium of his
deception. Satan indwelt the body of the
serprnt and used it as a vehicle of ex-
pression as he approached and tried to
corrupt masa whom God had made in His
own image.
The Temptation
In order to get Eve to disobey God's
explicit command, Satan approached her
when she was alone. His first words to her
eat of every tree of the garden?" Thus he
sought to decoy her by raising a doubt in
her mind about God's Word. He insinuated
that God was unfair; that, if God had
real l 'toyed them He Azildn9t bilys
reslriCte'd in this manner, and that
He was deliberately withholding the best' 
fromthe use of Adam and Eve.
Taisewas the most subtle and insidious
-question, one which pertained to the
limitation of liberty. It was a center shot
and Eve felt the blow. At first, the tempter
did not praise the fruit of the forbidden
tree, but reminded Eve of the limitation of
her liberty. We cannot tolerate any
limitation of the human will. We must have
what we want and when we want it. When
the tempter called Eve's attention to the
only limitation to her liberty and not to the
many permissions granted to her, she
resolved that she would have her way.
Here was a human defiance of a limitation
of liberty. We resent any limitation even
when God calls for it. Satin put a subtle
suggestion in God's Word and the woman
added her own words to God's Word. To
trifle at all with God's Word and to twist at
all God's Will is to sin. Here was the start
of sin which has cursed the world.
Satan soon perceived that the pernicious
seed of doubt had taken root in Eve's heart
and that she had actually begun to
question the love of God. Then, Satin
bluntly denied the Word of God.
In addition to the perversion of truth,
and the injection of an unholy ambition
into the heart of the tempted, Satan got
Eve employed in an occupation which was
wrong. He took her mind away from God
and got it occupied with sinful pleasure,
which is always disastrous. Eve looked at
the fruit and it appealed to her as
something good to eat. She thought of what
it would accomplish in making her wise.
The Transgression
Of her own volition Eve decided to
disobey God and partake of the forbidden
fruit. When she had done so, Eve went
immediately and influenced Adam to do
likewise. How true to life that is! Oh, that
God's people were as zealous to get other
Christians to do right as sinners are to get
others to join them in their sins!
The Treatment
Prior to their transgression Adam and
Eve had enjoyed unbroken fellowship with
God. After their fall their shame was
revealed in the loss of the boldness of in-
nocency, felt in accusing conscience, and
seen in the loss of self-respect. Whereas
they formerly welcomed the presence of
God and found delight in fellowship with
Him, they became afraid of His presence
and tried to hide from Him. Sin always
causes? person to attempt to flee from the
presence of God.
As soon as Adam and Eve eame to have
a sense of guilt, shame, remorse, and fear,
they did what people have contimEg_1(211p,
effinpf —Ciiv—er-Thar sin -ahd-
shame with the works of their, own hands.
But sin caruiot be covered with fig leaves
or with any works of men.
The patient and gracious God calmly
"Where art thou?" This action and inquiry
proved that God takes the initiative and
seeks the sinner and makes the contact
with him for whom He cares. In answer to
God's query Adam said, "I was afraid,
because I was naked." That was a
falsehood, for previously he had been
naked and unafraid. His fear was due to
his sin in disobeying God.
The sin of this couple brought upon them
terrible penalties, and also defiled their
posterity. On account of their
disobedience, God was forced to
pronounce judgment. His first judgment
was on the serpent, the vehicle of Satan.
His second judgment was on Satan hüi-
self.
The minute we put the will of the
creature above the will of the Creator the
devil gets in his work which injures our
lives. When we trifle with God's will we
repeat the story of Eden and start in the
sinful way. Christ's prayer should become
our prayer: "They will be done." Are we
guilty of eating of the one tree forbidden
for us by God?
Only in complete surrender to what God
wants can we keep from the start of sin.
That was the way Christ showed so
strikingly in the temptation in the
wilderness and it ought to be the way for
every Christian. Is it our way?
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Bible Thought
...Go thy way: for he is a chosen
vessel unto me.. . Acts 9:15.
Men do change. Look for new
goodness in the words and life of
your friends.
Let's Stay Well 
Dangers Of Marijuana
I he public needs additional
ialormation about the dangers of
marijuana. according to two
authorities who have researched
Ihe subject.
I Writing in the journal of the
American Medical Association.
liarold kolarisk M.D . and
William Moore, MD.. of the
department of psychiatry at the
University, of Pennsylvania
sChool of Medicine, stale "A
spaematic campaign to chssemi;
nab e medical information is long
overdue. particularly by govern-
tnental agencies and the news
riled ia "
=These researchiTs feel Mat
inee4ica4 findings clearly indi-
rate thin 'fl)okIflg marijuana
in • libstantial health
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
hazards and that the hazards
could be cedtic‘...d or prevented
by appropriate informational
and educational campaigns.
The authors feel that many
physicians, as well as the gener-
al public, are apathetic about the
dangers from marijuana smhk-
ing. Doctors Kolansky and
Moore contend, "We have seen
hundreds of . patients suffering
from psychiatric and neurologi-
cal s-ysterns that resulted from
cannabis use."
They noted a direct relation-.
Alp het symptoms and the
duration and frequency of mari-
juana use The significant
symptoms %tali users exhibited
shntvd hirlitirr:Idlefil ent •ti
attention and concentration
spans, gradually acquired
"goallevmess," and "a counter-
feit impression of calm and well-
being, and a prevailing illusion
of recently developed insight
and emotional maturity."
Cannabis smoke irritates the
lining" of the respiratory tract.
Muscular coordination may
become impaired from mari-
juana, and the sense of timing
and 
/
depth perception may be
-
altered These impairments
affect the user's ability to handle
-an automobile, without his
necessarily/realizing that his




Q: Mr. I. T. asks whether any
evidence exists that filters on
cigarettes have been helpful to
health.
A. Recent drop in thl' loci
dence qf heart disease has been
attributed by some authorities to
less smoking of cigarettes after
the Surgeon General's report, to
the lowering of nicotine and tar
content in cigarettes, and to
filters. Roswell Park Mernorial
Institute for Cancer Research reJ
cent ly announced results' of their
studies. which showed the odds
are about 2 to 1 that a heavy
smoker who has switched to
fill& cigarettes will have less
hardening of the arteries than a
person who does not switch
10 Years Ago
Fire almost completely destroyed the
interior of Roberson's Hih Burger this
morning. Fire also destroyed the tobacco
barn of Carl Arteberry yesterday mor-
ning.
Deaths reported are Ira Lyons of
Murray Route Four, Bennie Miller of
Highland Park, Mich., and Grove Driech-
bach.
MichaerWhite, member of the Callowa
County 4-H Teen Club, showed the Grand
Champion jersey female in the 4-H Dairy
Show at•the Kentucky State Fair.
Pvt. Roland T. Burkeen has completed
advanced training with the Army at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma,
90 Years Ago
Billy I. Ross, director of publicity of
Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owensboro,
has resigned to accept a position on the
faculty of the University of Houston.
Houston, Texas. He is the son of Mrs. Mary
Ross of Murray.
Mrs. Jake P. Outland, age 75, died this
morning at her home on Murray Route
Three.
Miss Barbara Howe, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Howe of Murray, is a
student nurse at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace are vacationing
in Tucson; Arizona, and Los Angeles,
California.
Mr. and Mrs. Doi Snyder of Mansfield.
Ohio, former residents of Murray, are
visiting friends in Murray
[MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, %rite
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I am receiving supplemental
security income. Every year I plant a
large vegetable garden. My family and I
eat everything we grow. Will this count-as
income? — E. F.
Answer: No, this will not be considered
income.
Heartline: Another question about my
vegetable girden. If I should sell the
produce instead oreatIng'it 'myself, will I
now be considered to have income? — E.
F.
Answer: Yes.
Heartline: I wear a brace on both legs as
a result of a service-connected disability.
Am I eligible for an annual $150 clothing
allowance from the Veterans' Ad-
ministration? =K.-V.
Answer: Probably yes. The allowance is
available to service-disabled veterans
whose prosthetic or orthopedic devices
tend to wear out or tear their clothing.
Application should be made at your VA
regional office.
Heartline: How many names are oh the-
list of Pen Pals that you send to Pen Pal
members' — Mrs. P. T.
Answer: Normally 40 to 50 names on
each list, both male and female. For
details in joining write to Heartline
American 60 Club, 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline: I filed an application to
regwe supplemental security income
.,payments. But Social Security has just
sent me a letter telling me that I can not
get the payments. I do not agree with its
decision. Is there anything I can do about
this? H. G.
Answer: Yes, contact your local Social
Security office within 30 days from the
date you received the letter in order to
appeal the determination.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," send a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope to Heartline, 8514 N.
Main St., Dept. 1, Dayton, Ohio 45415.




The Bicentennial of the United States of America is a CIVIC event -
it is NOT a religious observance -
it is NOT a Christian festival.
However, as a civic event the Bicentennial does call forth various
responses from church people.
For some, the Bicentennial will be a festival of SELF-CONGRATULATION.
-there will be uncritical celebration of our national history,
-there will be honor bestowed on our nation for its
—opportunities provided
—Blessings bestowed
- - --- abundance of natural resources
—heritage of freedom
—generous spirit.
For others, the Bicentennial will be a time of LITTLE REJOICING.
There will be the people who have been affected by OUf nations abuse
and neglect:
—mistreatment of native Americans
—exclusion on the basis of sex and race
—expolitation of minorities and immigrants
—misuse of military and economic power
—squandering and despoliation of natural resources.
Perhaps for most, the Bicentennial will make MIXED FEELINGS.
—gratitude for a history of attainments,
but regreat at obvious failure;
--thanksgiving for political freedom,
but sorrow at an unwillingness to
extend that freedom to all residents,
without struggle and conflict;
—appreciation for economic benefits,
but apprehension at lack of commitment
and will to provide for well-being
of all peoples.
This last group of citizens will recall
our 200 years as a checkered history:
—if the revolution for life, liberty
and pursuit of happiness is recalled
with joy,
our continuation of slavery is remembered with shame;
—if the development of a government
OF the people, BY the people, and
FOR the people is a shining achievement to be delivered,
the exclusion of women and minority racial
groups from participating in that government
is sufficient grounds for repentance; is
—if the development of wealth
has exceeded all expectatioA,
the continuing unequal distribution
of that wealth, as evidenced by a
permanent poor, is occasion for sorrow;
—if the United States has fought wars
and contributed wealth for the benefit
of other lands,
our selfish use of other countries
for our own interests is Cause for grief.
The point is basic: the Bicentennial of the United States
will be the occasion for many types of responses.
So:
let us remember in honesty our past -
let us confess our sin
let us give thanks for the worthwhile
let us recall the fundamental corrunittrnents which will shape us
let us look forward to a new future open to ALL people.
In such a spirit we can truly celebrate this civic event,
while deepening our Christian committment to a continuing
revolution toward the well-being of all people.
While the Bicentennial celebrates America
as a great nation, •
its real value will be to challenge
us to become a giteat people.
God does not guarantee the continual existance of our nation,
but God does call Christians in this nation to join




are the fabric of our common life.
i Based on a position paper, "A Report
on the United States Bicentennial,"
adopted by the 187th General Assembly
(1975 of The United Presbyterian Church
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Murray State University
announces continuation of its




—Karen White Boyd, Instructor
An exploration of fiber techniques
including crochet,
hooking, knotting, and basketry. For
beginners and advanced students.
Materials used must be furnished by




Room 10, Lovett Auditorium
10 sessions  $20.00
SQUAREDANCING— PART I
Bill Volner, Instructor
Thorough knowledge of present
day square dancing. Caller of
national recognition. Part H to be of-









An introduction to black and white
photography. Instruction will in-
clude use of conventional cameras,
developing film, contact and project
printing. Students must furnish their
own cameras and supplies. Class
limited to 15 students.
Tuesday, October 7-December 9 —
7:00-9:00 p. m.
Room N-104, Applied Science Building
10 Sessions  $20.00
BEGINNING BASS FISHING
Don E. Jones, Instructor
For beginning bass fishermen who
would like to pick up ideas on ha-s9
and where to catch bass. Depth and
temperature, structure, baits, and
habits of bass will be covered. Lec-








Sallie T. Guy, Instructor
Learn a wide variety of finishing
techniques that will add custom
touches to clothing, accessories,
linens, pillows, rugs, etc. Students
will make samplers, so that they will
be ablf to trim textiles on their own.
Non-Credit Short Courses for Leisure Enrichment or Personal Development
Nointrance Requirements — No Grades — No Examinations
Classes Start October 6
Class limited to 20 students. Cost of
Materials: $5.00—payable to the in-
structor at the first class meeting.
Tuesday, November 11-December 9 —
6:30-9:30 p. m.
Room 422, Fine Arts Building
5 sessions  $15.00
sPEDINA WEANING
Sallie T. Guy, Instructor
Learn basic tapestry and finger
manipulated techniques on a small





Women in the 70's are having in-_____  Asiortflietf-Ittgehtgr--thrt
roles 'end goals. This class is
designed to identify priorities and
assist in making adjustment to
present demands. Problem solving
— riestgnartri gittoutia —AU-dents— Plaglail*-8"6-4v4"e"4°---
the art of handweaving as they are
taught how to weave pillow tops,
wall hangings, belts, collars,
necklaces, purses, etc. Class limited
to 20 students. Cost of Materials:
$5.00—payable to the instructor at
the first class meeting.
Monday, October 13-November
17-6:30-9:30 p.m.
Room 422, Fine Arts Building
6 sessions  518.00
INTERMDIATE WATERFOWL
HUNTING
Gilbert L. Mathis, Instructor
Analysis of ethics, laws, field in-
dentification, point systems, equip-
ment, and techniques for ex-
perienced hunters. Guest lecturers.
Tuesday, November 4, 11, 18 — 7:00-
9:00 p.
Room 301, Business Building
3 sessions  $6.00
ENJOYING FLOWERS
Mary Hamilton, Instructor
Caring for roses, drying flowers,
and arranging for all occasions.
Thursday, October 9-November 13 —
6:30-8:30 p. m.
Room 307, Applied Science Building
6 sessions  $12.00
BEGINNING BRIDGE
Alma Tracy, Instructor
Bridge is a relaxing and
stimulating hobby, a moral teacher.
It is more than a one-dimensional
card game. It is a drama; ethics and
life all fused into 52 cards
Monday, October 13-December
1-7:00-9:00 p.
Room 228, Roy Stewart Stadium
8 sessions  $16.00
INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE
Alma Tracy, Instructor
Course is a continuation of Begin-
ning Bridge where one learns more
advanced techniques and acquires a
greater understanding of the game.
Tuesday, October 14-November
11-7:00-9:00 p. m.
Boom 228, Roy Stewart Stadium











The Tarot cards form a psychic
focus for Extra-Sensory Perception.
Learn how these ancient cards can
be used to discover secrets, solve
problems, and _ciany claim —_
foretell the future.. Cost of
materials: $7.50 payable to the in-
structor at the first class meeting.
Tuesday, October 7-October 28 —
6:00-8:00 p. m.
Room 403 Faculty Nall
4 sessions  $8.00
U. S. COAST GUARD AUXILIARY
SAFE BOATING COURSE
U. S. C. G. Aux., Instructor
This course is designed as a fun-
damental boating safety presen-
tation. Subjects to be covered are
trailering, aids to navigation,
maneuvering, rules of the road and
legal responsibilities. Textbook
cost: $2.00 to be paid to the in-
structor at the first class meeting.
Thursday, October 23,30, November 6
— 7:00-9:00 p.in
Carr Health Building
3 sessions . .   S1.00
UNDERSTANDING INFLATION
AND THE ECONOMY
John Linda uer, InstruKor
Discussions of what is causing
present inflation and unem-
ployment„ Why, you are paying
higher prices with less to spend.
Situation's not what you think!!
Thursday, October 9-October 23 —
7:00-9:00 p. rn.
Faculty Lounge I st floor, Business
Building
3 sessions . .   5.6.00
STANDARD FIRST
AID AND SAFETY
Mary Jane Howard, Instructor
The Red Cross "Multi-Media"
Curriculum fulfills requirements for
OSHA. A course in the immediate
care given to a person who has been
injuretor is suddenly taken III. it in-
cludes self-help and 'home care if
medical assistance is not available
or is delayed. Class limited to 25
students. Textbook is $6.00
-Mender -0ctober-6400We 2 Secr—
tion 1) — 6:30-9:30 p. in.
Room 226, Roy Stewart Stadium
Monday, November 3-November 24
(Section 2) 6:30-9:30 p.
Room 226, Roy Stewart Stadium






'This course will cover basic prin-
ciples of design and how to utilize
these principles in your home, also
contrasting color, accessories, ap-
plication of design, and design
awareness.
Wednesday, October 8-November $ —
7:00-8:30 p. m.
Room N-310 Applied Science Bldg.
6 sessions  $9.00
ORIENTIAL COOKING
Charlotte Metz, Instructor
Preparation and serving Japanese
and Chinese foods. Included are
fried rice, sukiyaki, boneless fried
chicken, tempura, egg rolls, katsu
donburi, and gingas Icahn. Fee for
supplies: $5 pay-able to the in-
structor at the first class meeting.
Monday, October 27, November 3, 10,
17 - 7:00-9:00 p.
Room N-206 Applied Science Bldg.
4 sessions  $8.00
GIFT IDEAS — CREATIVE
TABLE COVERS
Treva Mathis, Instructor
Three sessions with instruction in
making placemats, tablecloths, and
centerpieces for holiday gift-giving.
Class members will furnish their
own materials for individual projec-
ts. Materials fee: $2 payable to the
instructor at the first class meeting.
Thursday. November 6, 13, 20 — 6:00-
A Regional Adult Education Service
COURSE INFORMATION
Advance registration by mail for Murray State's new "Life and Learning"
courses is recommended and strongly encouraged. It is suggestedthat you use -
the form provided at the right for making advance registration.
If you prefer to register in person, you may register any time between 8 a. m.
and 430 p. m at the Murray State Continuing Education Center, 3rd Floor of
the Administration Building, Mondays through Fridays until classes start on
For additional information, write or call the Murray State University Center
for Continuing ffducation, telephone numbers 762-4159 or 762-2086.
Mail registration form and check, made payable to Murray State University
to:
Murray State University Center for Continuing Education
Administration Building
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 4 2071
Additional costs for course materials should not be included in your registration
check. These are payable ot the first meeting of the class.
(led By
The Center for Continuing Education
Murray State
University
"Where Tomorrow Is Today"
Murray, Kent uckl% Phone 762-2086 or 762-4159
TO: Center for Continuing Education




Room N-406 Applied Science Bldg.




Basic clothing conStruction skills -
such as selection of pattern and
material, straightening material,
fitting, cutting and marking, zipper
application, hems, and collar and
sleeve appitcartorr will be. covered. •
Class members will construct a sim-
ple garment.
Thursday, October 9-November 20 —
6:30-8:30 p. in.
Room N-405 Applied Science Bldg.






Instruction of material needed to
pass the examination for the permit
which provides authorization to
operate certain AM and FM broad-
cast stations.
Tuesday, October 7-December 9 —
7:00-9:00 p.
Room 640 Fine Arts Bldg.
10 sessions  $20.00
LEARNING TO C-0-M-M-U-N-I-C-A-T-E
AND P-A-R-T-I-C-1-P-A-T-1
Chuck K. Guthrie, Instructor
This course is designed to help
persons develop effective in-
terpersonal communication skills.
These skills will be especially help-
fur for mature people attending
college for the first time.
Tuesday, October 14-December 16 --
7:00-9:00 p. in.
Room 226, Roy Stewart Stadium




A how to course for producing and
selling short fillers and verse for
magazines, ideas for greeting cards,
gags for cartoonist, and short ar-
ticles and stories.
Thursday, October 9-October 30 —
7:00-900 p. in
Room 404, Faculty Hall
4 sessions  $8.00
Name 
Aldress  Zip 
Home Phone  Office Phone 
Social Security Number 
Name of Course Desired 
Other classes I would like to see offered
• 41P40.0 •
My check for 8 .. hieselosed.
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Murray Country Club
Has Tennis Banquet
Trophies and awards were
made Thursday night at a
Murray Country Club banquet
climaxing the club's 1975 tennis
season. More than 35 players
received awards. The season's
events and the winners in each
included:
Junior Singles Day: Candy
Jackson, winner; Catherine
Dick, runnerup, in the girls'
competition. Boys: Brad Boone,
winner; Howard Boone, run-
,perup.
20'1- Women's Day Team Tennis:
*inning team, Sue Overbey,
Doris Cella and Corrine
Stripling. Losing team, Mary
Jane Jackson, Janet Housden
and Rainey Apperson.
Junior Doubles Day: Girls'
winners, Candy Jackson and
Robyn Burke; runnersup,
Katherine Simmons and Patti
,McIntosh. Boys' winners, Kevin
Ray and Brad Boone; Mark
Overbey and Ashley Smock,
runnersup.
Mull Mixed Doubles: Gene
-Landoll and Rainey Apperson,
'winners; Ed Chrisman and
ABetty Jo Purdom, runnersup.
Consolation bracket, Buddy
Farris and Jennye Sue Smock,
winners; Sammy Housden and
Mary Beshear, Don Overbey
and Hunt Smock were awarded
the sportsmanship award.
Club Championship
Juniors): Boys Doubles, Brad
Boone and Kevin Ray, winners;
•Ashley Smock and Mark
Overbey, runnersup. Girls
- -Doubles, Patti McIntosh and
Katherine Simmons, winners;
Susan Stripling and Robyn Ray,
runnersup. Girls' Singles: Patti
M-eintostr; Winnerrr—Sustur
Stripling, • runnerup. Boys'
Singles: Brad Boone, winner; Boston
;Ashley Smock, runnerup. Baltimore
nersup. Men's Doubles: Eddie
Hunt and Ed Chrisman, win-
ners; Ron Beshear and Charles
Warner, runnersup. Mixed
Doubles: Eddie Hunt and
Jennye Sue Smock, winners;













New Rule Affects Racer Cage Team
The NCAA has made a ruling which will
have an effect on the Murray State University
basketball taam.
It deals with recruiting and is actually
pretty simple to understand. A school can
give six new scholarships in basketball each
year. But what happens after those six are
given and someone else wants to come in and
play ball, in particular, someone who had
been recruited by the school?
"According to the old rule, anybody you
actually contacted about Murray State, by
5 phone, letter or visits, was considered as a
recruit. So if the six scholarships were used
up and the player for decided to come to
school and pay his own way, then he would not
be eligible to play for a year," Racer Coach
Fred Overton said.
"If the school had used five scholarships,
then before the new ruling, he would count as
the sixth."
The NCAA has rescinded the rule and that
simply means Murray State will have another
3, player for this year.
He is 6-5 David Plew of Champaign, Ill.
"We had tried to recruit him early last
spring but there were some other kinds who
were already certain they were going to come
to Murray so we signed them. His father had
played for Cal Luther at Illinois and they
came down to visit Murray and liked it,"
Overton said.
-"David is a fine kid and he's a fine athlete.
He's very physical and he had offers from
quite a few schools, including Austin Peay."
In addition, there are several people who
were not recruited by the Racers and they
indicate they plan to become "walk-ons" at
Murray State.
Baseball At A Glance
By The Associated Press 
One of them is Andy Smelser, a 6-1 guard
Amaricaartaaage _from Riscolsto. Smelser_was twice choseci
East
L Pct.. "He wanted to come to school here because
86 60 .589 —
81 65 555 5 
of our agricultural department," Overton
New York 75 71 .514 11 said.Club Championship Adult): Cleveland 70 72 .493 14 "He indic.ated to me after school started • 
My legs want to run, my lungs say no. And
"144133611.6̀Siagle61- Sue 1334es. •••••--r-441'' Warlted • tb• PTO Yirs'letbarrna- STFi-e•e— tilart 'es 1:f•t cf".17ba4wtif ''"Is--411.-t:2•266114 -
we did not make an effort to recruit him, he
winner; Mary Jane Jackson,
ninnerup. Men's Singles: Eddie
Hunt, winner; Ron Beshear,
runnerup. Women's Doubles:
Sue Overbey and Corrine
Stripling, winners; Linda Hunt
and Jennye Sue Smock, run-
Miss Your Paper?
 
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
- delivered copy of The
 Murray Ledger S. Tunes by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be pieced before
6 p.m.
Standings
Baseball At A Glance




Pittsburgh 82 62 .569
Philphia 78 68 .534
St. LOUIS 75 70 .517 71/2
New York 74 72 :507 9
Chicago 70 77 .476 131/2
Montreal 64 81 .441 181/2
Wes!
xCincinnati 96 50 .658 —
Los Angeles 79 68 .537 171/2
S.Francisco 70 76 .479 26
San Diego 67 80 .456 291/2
Atlanta 64 83 .435 321/2
Houston 58 90 .392 39
x-clinched division title
Thursday's Games
Chicago 12, St. Louis 6
Houston 4, San Francisco
12 innings
New York 7, Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 5, Montreal 0, 7
innings, rain
San Diego 4,Atlanta 3
Los Angeles 5, Cincinnati 2
Friday's Games
Montreal (Blair 8-151 at Pitts-
burgh (Candelaria 7-5), In)
New York (Matlack 16-10) at
St. •Lours (McGtothen 14-11),
(n)
Houston (Konieczny 6-13) at
San Diego (Spillner 5-12), (n)
Atlanta (Niekro 14-12) at Los
Angeles (Sutton 16-12), (n)
Cincinnati (Gullett 13-3) at
San Francisco (Montefusco 13-
8), (n)
Only games scheduled
Detroit 55 91 .377 31
West
Oakland 88 56 .611_—
Kansas City 80 64 .556 8
Texas 72 75 .490 17 2
Chicago 68 76 .472 20
Minnesota 66 75 .468 201,2
California 66 79 .455 221 7
Thursday's Games
Boston 3, Detroit 1
Baltimore 10, Cleveland 2
New York 10, Milwaukee 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland (Bosman 9-5 and Sie-
bert 4-4) at Minnesota (Hughe
14-12 and Bane 0-0), 3. (t-n)
calitornia (Kirkwood 5-4 and
Singer 7-141 at Kansas City
(lairrd 9-5 and Fitzmorris 14-10),
2, (in)
Milwaukee (Slaton 11-18) at
Boston (Cleveland 11-9), (n)
Baltimore (Torrez 17-8) at
Detroit (Coleman 9-16), (n)
Cleveland (Peterson 12-7) at
New York (May 13-10), (n)
Chicago (Osteen 7-14 or Jef-






8 p.m. on the 18th & 19th
2 p.m. on the 21st
See tractors from 6 states plus Canada, competing in...





Free Admittance to the fair with purchase of advanced
tickets from Purchase Equipment Co.
Children Under 12 Admittedfree to Tractor Pull
could play this year, even without the new
rule."
Overton said he will have a squad of 16
players. There will be no junior varsity
program this year at Murray and Overton has
asked two players from the jayvees of last
year to move up on the varsity, thought they
will not be on scholarship.
They are guards Dave Farney and Robert
Skinner.
"Both of them will give 100 per cent in
practice and never give you any kind of
problems," Overton said.
"They are just interested in helping us get
ready for the season and I'm really happy to
have them move up to the varsity."
Three players will not be back this season.
Reserve players Derrick Melvin and Lloyd
Williams will not return along with 6-9
jumping jack Larry Moffett who was a
starter.
John Randall, a 6-7 super leaner from
Hammond, Ind., did not qualify to get into
school and has been placed in a junior college
by Murray State. Overton said if Randall
understands what it takes to stay in college
and if he wants a degree, then Murray will be
interested in him next year.
Being "In"
This isn't a sports item so if you're ex-
peeling anything on football or whatever in
this next little series, forget it.
It was 24 years ago today when a little red-
headed kid made his entrance. Intb-life.
Frankly, it probably won't be 24 more before I
make my exit.
Yesterday I was 23. Today I'm going on 25.
Seems like only last week when I was a little
skinny kid of 16 running about 15 miles every
day and dreaming to be a great athlete.
I really wasn't dreaming. I was one of the
top runners around Southern Illinois and once
had a two-mile time of 9:27 and a 4:33 mile as
early as a sophomore. And then I grew up, or
at least thought I did.
I started smoking and had an occasional
drink, and I guess if drugs had been around
then, I might have taken a hit or two just to be
"in."
I knew more than my roachl was sure of it.
As I grew older, I became more hard to
handle and eventually gave up running when I
was a senior. Now, I pay for it.
trophies, ribbons and pictures. It can happen
to any athlete and unfortunately, it's hap-
pening more today than ever before.
What I am saying is this: If you are an
athlete and doing all the "in" things, forget
about being an athlete. It will cost you a lot,
matter of factly, it cost me several thousand
dollars because I blew a chance at a college
scholarship.
You are your best friend and you have to
live with yourself always.
Pirates Lose, Cards
Lose And Phils Win
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
"Jerry Koosman pitched to
me better tonight than any
pitcher ever in the major
leagues," said Pittsb's Al
Oliver, who had one of those
nights: three strikeouts and a
double play in four trips to the
• plate.
Koosman, who had lost four
of his last five decisions, stifled
the Pirates on six hits Thurs-
day night, pitching the New
York Mets to a 7-0 whitewash
that cut Pittsburgh's lead over
Philadelphia in the National
League's East Division to five
games.
The Philadelphia Phinies,
meanwhile, moved to within
five games of the Pirates
Phils 5, Expos 0
Larry Christenson, 10-5, limit-
ed Montreal to tree hits in the
game which was halted by r$in
in the seventh.






107 North 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
Stop -N' Shop With us
Wicker, Turquoise Jewelry, Leather Goods,
Mexican Flower Pots, Pottery and Many other
items.
Hours: 10:00 to 5:30
Six Days A Week
first inning, helped by a pair of
wild pitches by Montreal start-
er Steve Rogers, 10-11. Garty
Maddox had a run-scoring
single in the third, Schmidt hit
a solo homer leading oft the
fourtb and Larry Bowa scored
his Ord run of the game in the
seventh.
Dodgers 5, Reds 2
Steve Garvey's 15th homer
backed the seven-hit pitching of
rookie Rick Rhoden and
allowed the Dodgers to win
their season series from Cincin-
nati 10-8.
But that was small con-
solation for Los Angeles, which
was expected to battle for the
pennant in the NI. West but in-
stead finds itself 17'2 games
behind the Reds, who clinched
first place last week.
- Cubs 12, Cards 6





















High Team Game Hi'
Team OS& Team 07
Team 010
Team 04
High Team Series I SC 1
Team (r; & Team 010
Team 02
Team 05




High Ind. Gaane I SC
Pat Scott
Kay Addison
Marie Clark & Mary Smith
High Ind. Game HI':
Peggy Shoemaker
Terry Underhill & Mane Clark
Judy Usher






























































Trillo and pitcher Rick Reus-
chel,highlighted a six-run first
'inning for the Cubs, and St.
Louis never caught up. It was
the 11th loss in the last 15
games for the slumping Cards,
who got home runs from Lou
Brock and Keith Hernandez.
Astros 4, Giants 3
Rob Andrews' tie-breaking
single in the 12th inning drove
in pinch-hitter Roger Metzger
with the winning run for Hous-
ton. Metzger had walked and
moved to second on Skip
Jutze's sacrifice. After Ken
Boswell walked, Andrews sin-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Western Kentucky Football
Coach Jimmy Feix can't be-
lieve that, in some quarters, his
Hilltoppers have been installed
as favorites for Saturday
night's match with Louisville
here.
"I wonder if Vince (Gibson,
UL coach) would give us the
points and settle for that," Feix
said in a telephone interview
Thursday. "It's hard to predict
the outcome. Vince hasn't in-
dicated what kind of team he's
got and we don't know what to
expect, either."
The game stacks up as a key
one for both teams. Western
will be looking for its second
straight win of the young sea-
son while Gibson will be look-
ing for a win in his first outing
at Louisville. He joined Ul.
after leaving Kansas State last
year. _
Feix, whose Hilltoppers
downed Dayton 27-7 last Satur-
day, sees several keys in the
upcoming battle.
For openers, Western must
find a way to contain Louis-
ville's explosive tailback, Wal-
ter Peacock. "We're going to
try to contain him," Feix said,
"but you can't really key on
him too much or somebody else
will hurt you."
Feix worked his team Thurs-
day night in E. A. Diddle Arena
on the WKU campus after a
cloudburst washed out an out-
side practice. "We worked 'out
in the gym so we ought to be
ready to at least play basket-
ball," Feix joked. "I wish we
could get Peacock and those
ut me s- cartffnottle-s7'
Freedom Hall. We might be
able to contain on a basketball
floor."
Another worry for Feix is
Louisville's size. "You know,
sometimes you lose perspective
on just how hard folks like Ken-
tucky and Vanderbilt hit in that
league ( Division I). I go to see
them and other true major
schools play and they have
people that are big and strong
but just as fast as our little
people.
Acquired By Stars
SALT LAKE CITY I ATh -
Forward Charlie Edge of the
Indiana Pacers has been ac-
quired by the Utah Stars of the
American Basketball Associ-
ation in exchange for a future
high draft choice.
The deal was announced
Thursday by a Stars spokes-
man.
In 76 regular season games
last season, Edge shot 51 per
cent, averaging six points and
4.5 rebounds per game. He
blocked 33 hots and made 54
steals.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — American
History, $5.80, drew away from
Cane Pole and posted a 4'2-
length victory in the $10,000
Fair Ruler Purse at Belmont
Park.
"I expect U of L to be that
way ... big, hard-hitting folks."
He figures a hint of the out-
come might surface in the
game's opening minutes as
Western sizes up its almost un-
known opponent. "We've never
seen them, but they've had a
chance to see us already, so
they'll know what they want to
do right away. We'll have to be
careful, but at the same time
we cant afford to rock back on
our heels."
Western's traditionally tough
defense, a key factor in the
Dayton victory, carries an
added burden in addition to the
elusive Peacock. It must deny
points to Louisville so that
Western's offense has' a chance
to score a few of its own.
"It's the same problem you
have anytime a small school
plays a major school," Fehr
said. "It's always tougher to
score. If we are able to contain
Peacock and the rest of those
folks, are we going to be able
to score?"
Feix won't have an answer to
that question until late Satur-
day, after Western has helped
Louisville open its season. "It
should be a good game," he
said, but added a disclaimer:











McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut 753-3062
Markham's Best
for Hair and Scalp! 13\
ni •
5 65 75 75 75 70 7.k 7.0
A recent article in the Charlotte News rates
various shampoos according to their pH—their
relative acidity or alkalinity.'
This article states tharYour hair will benefit
yaJ use a shampoo that is slightly acidic—from
4.5 to 5.5 On the pH scale."
The article goes on to state, "A sharrpoo that
is alkaline will cause itchy scalp on peeling .
Eventually it could make some hair tall out
because it gets down into pores and damages
The follicles"
Markham Style Innovator Products
Westside Barber & Style Shop












75 55 45 7
Markham Vitamin and Protein Enriched
Shampoo which tested at 5.5 is within the range
considered best The above photograph indicates
the relative pH of all the sharrpoos tested How
does yours rate-)
'Q n we zero $0 54 pi, scale WNW, one/ le
wageS alkabee beeow sever SOC
65
/0'1 ,54,75,r-r^ -w-
and Hair Designs are available at:
Southside Barber ,Shop
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On The Farm Or The Gridiron,
Jay Waddle's A Contented Man
When Jay Waddle finishes his
football eligibility at Murray
State University this fail, he'd
like a try at pro football if a
chance were forthcoming.
Barring that, he'd liko to
roam the United States for a
couple years, particularly the
mountains of the west. That out
of his system, he plans to settle
on a farm near his home at
Washington Courthoase, Ohio,
and see just how self sufficient
he can become.
But in the meantime, he has
another year of football at
Murray, and he wants to make
that an experience he can
remember with pleasure during
all those years on !he farm.
Waddle is captain of the
Racers and the anchor of a
strong, experienced defensive
front line that is one of the
major reasons Murray is picked
as a leading contender for the
Ohio Valley Conference
championship this fall.
A 6-3, 225-pound defensive
tackle from Washington
Courthouse, Ohio, Waddle will
be starting for the third year at
the position. Those first two
seasons were 7-3 and 9-2 ones.
,This year, Waddle is deter-
mined the record will be 10-0,
and he thinks the Racers have
the stuff to do it.
"We've got more depth than
we've had since I've been here,
we have some really good fresh-






Jerry's Restaurant 7 1
Johnson's Gro 6 2
Corvette lanes 5 3
Peoples Bank 5 3
Murray Ins 5 3
Bank of Murray 3 5
Beauty Box 1 7
ShIrley's 0 8
Dennison-Hunt 0 8
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of us have been playing together
for three years. We know what
to expect from each other, and
we don't want to let each other
down. I think we'll need some
breaks, but if they come, I think
we can win them all," Waddle
says.
When he was a freshman at
Murray Waddle was rushed into
action the second game of the
season when two Racer
linebackers were injured. He
was in the game for only a few
plays and he, too, was injured
and missed the rest of the
season.
Still a little shaky on a bad
knee the next season, he was
redshirted. He returned to
action as a defensive tackle two
years ago and has been starting
ever since.
Racer coach Bill Furgerson.
says that Waddle is "the kind of
player who works hard on every
practice drill on a 95-degree day
and then leads his group in
sprints."
Defensive coach Bill Hina
calls him a hustling,
knowledgeable player who gets
more excited about playing
than anyone on the team and
who is around the football on
every play.
Waddle had 65 solo tackles
last fall in the Racers' 11 games
and led the team in assists with
59, an unusually high number
for a tackle.
Starting at the other defen-
sive tackle_wil_l_ likely be  Les 
-Ktiririett7 iitin has been a part-
time starter for three seasons,
although he is being pushed by
Bruce Martin, a redshirt fresh-
man from Owensboro. Stinnett
2,14- Mt, r 1
Played for
Valley High School in
Louisville. He has good speed
but is hampered a bit by his
size.
Martin, 6-3, 223-pounds played
for Owensboro Catholic. Hina
Application Okayed
TRENTON, N.J. ( AP) — An
application from the Monmouth
Park Jockey Club and the N.J.
Sports and.Exposition Authority
to race 26 days at Monmouth—
from Oct. IR through Nov. /C—
has been approved, the New
Jersey Racing Commission an-
nounced Thursday.
BASKETBALL
no PHILADELPHIA — The
228 Philadelphia 76ers of the Na-
tional Basketball Association
484 signed Joe Bryant to a seven-
458 year, $1.25 million contract
598 after acquiring him from the
593 Golden State Warriors for an
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says he's the most improved
player on the defensive unit and
that with a little more speed
could become an outstanding
tackle.
Also pushing for a starting
spot is Jeff Boyd, a 6-1, 225-
pound sophomore from
Caruthersville, Mo. Boyd
started three games last season
as a freshman and proved
dependable and sound in his
techniques.
Another redshirt, 6-4, 225-
pound freshman Bruce Raley
from Ohio County, is also
pushing hard for a spot on the
unit and is certain to see lots of
action. Raley has good size and
str_ngth and is coming strong
on his techniques.
Likely starters at defensive
end are Chuck Wempe and
Larry Jasper. Wempe, a 6-1, 200
pound junior from Morganfield,
has recovered fully from a pair
of keen operations last fall and
is performing in the sound,
dependable way he did before
the injuries.
Jasper, 6-1, 205-pound senior
from Lyman, Miss., is the
fastest lineman qn the team and
Hine says he probably has more
talent than any player on the
unit.
Back-ups at end are Matt
Schappert, John Farris, Bill
Shannan, and Jeff Parks.
Shappert, a 6-1, 210-pound
IIMININ1111111111111•10.1mommomm menu
114-valeas.
senior from Montville, N. J.,
has lettered for three years and
will probably see as much.
action at end as anyone. Farris,
a 6-2, 217-pound sophomore
from Sikeston, Mo., ettered last
year as a freshman. Sharman, a
6-2, 225-pound redshirt fresh-
man from Terrace, Fla., has
great talent and needs only
experience. Parks, a 6-3, 203-
pound freshman from Corbin, is
a skilled player who will
become increasingly valuable
as he gains experience.
Hina says that while the
Racer front line will not be
large, it will be experienced,





DIfFIIIENF JOB — List year, artibert Jacobs (24) of Murray State was a player for the Racer soccer
team. Jacobs, a world-class sprinter and professional soccer caliber, was injured in a game and missed the
track season. This year, Jacobs is coaching soccer and will make his debut at 1 p. m. Saturday at Cutchin
Field when the Racers host Vanderbilt.
- ••‘"••''''frtim,FearilifiNerritditertiq
Racer Soccer Team To
Host Vandy Saturday
By MIKE CAMPBELL
Murray State's soccer team
kicks off the season with a home
game against Vanderbilt
University at 1 p. m. Saturday
at Cutchin Field.
At the end of last season, the
team had a 4-7 record. They also
had a third-place finish in their
division of the Kentucky In-
tercollegiate State Tournament.
The soccer program at
Murray State has officially been
axed. It has been sacrificed at
the alter of financial cutbacks.
How then does Murray State
have a tearn?
"The interest and enthusiasm
cf the guys has been the main
factor for our being able to keep
soccer alive,'' said Coach Bert
Jacobs.
"I was surprised when I
heard that the program had
been dropped," Jacobs con-
tinued. "However, in spite of
the setback, we have over 25
people out for practice each
day."
Jacobs is a key man on the
Murray State track team and
also an outstanding soccer
player himself. He assumed the
Lee Elder Fires 65 To
Grab World Open Lead
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. I AP) —
"My game has kind of come
around," Lee Elder said,
paused, considered and then of-
fered a wry smile.
"It'd better come around or
I'll be seeing all those smiling
faces on those Monday morn-
ings."
Elder, in a deep slump since
his heralded appearance at the
Masters this spring and facing
the possibility—even probabil-
ity—of dropping back into the
ranks oi the qualifiers next
- year, uncorked a spectacular
six-under-par 65 Thursday for
the first round lead in the $200,-
000 World Opel _Golf Tourna-
ment.
"I'm putting better," Elder
said. "That's been the trouble
all year."








Amoco Oil Company Belcher Oil Co., Jobber
needs to advance to 60th or bet-
ter to escape the Monday morn-
ing qualifying rounds next.
year—had missed the cut in
three of his last four starts be-
fore making a change in his
putting stance.
"I'd been too closed," the 41-
year-old Elder said. "I opened
up my stance a little and now I
can accelerate through the ball
better."
And that, he said, was the
key to his best round of the
season, a 28-putt, six-birdie ef-
fort that lifted him two strokes
clear of one of the strongest
fields of the year.
Tom Weiskopf, Rod Funseth.
Pat Fitzsimons and rookie Dan-
ny Edwards shared second with
67s on the historic 7,007-yard.
par-71•No. 2 course at the Pine-
hurst Country Club.
Ed Sneed, Elder's pia'
partner, Jim Dent, Rod (
and John Schlee were at 68
Lee Trevino birdied his last
hole for a 69 that left him yen,
much in contention.
Jack Nicklaus birdied all the
par five holes on the course he
ranks among the world's half
dozen best, dropped another '
foot putt but bogeyed threr
four holes at one stretch an:
settled for a 70.
"I'm closing in on it," h.
said.
Arnold Palmer, just past
46th birthday, and defer
champion Johnny Miller
73s. Palmer got his on ninr
33 and 40. He birdied four of so
holes on the front nine but als•
had a pair of double bogeys
GOLF
ICHIHARA, japan
Yoshikawa Of Japan fire..
nine-under-par 63 to talte—a lw
stroke lead after the first rout;
of the $66,000 'Satipt Class),
Golf Tournament.
coaching position as a result of
the popular request of the team
members.
He will not be playing this
year because of a knee injury
which he receive last season.
Since then, he has had two
operations on his knee and is at
present recuperating.
Last year's coach, Schellas
Hyndman, is presently playing
ball for the Cincinnati Comets of
the American Soccer League.
There are six returning
players from last year's squad
including such standouts as
Greg Gelhot and Lekan Biobaki.
"The team has great
potptial, it could be the best
team that Murray has ever
had," Coach Jacobs said.
"However, we have only had
a little over a week to get ready
for the first game so we might
be a bit shaky," he added.
The problem of trying to build
a coordinated soccer playing
machine in such a limited time
has been Jacobs' main concern.
"Coaching is not easy. This
portion has given me an insight
into what coaches have to go
through," Jacobs added.
Paul Dunlop, a graduate
student, has also been in-
strumental in seeking support
for the team and helping to keep
the sport alive.
So despite attempts to nip
soccer in the bud at Murray
State, the sport has held strong









The sooner you call.
the sooner you save
Ronnie Ross
- 210 E. Morn
Phone 753-0489
KEY MAN—Jay Waddle, left, captain and defensive tackle of the Murray State football team thinks the
Racers could win every game this season if the breaks go their way. With Waddle is defensive coach Bill
Nino.
Curci Doesn't Think Gobblers




Kentucky Coach Fran Curci
scoffs at the idea that Phi) Ro-
gers might not be at quarter-
back when his Virginia Tech
Gobblers visit Kentucky Satur-
day in the football opener for
both teams.
"He's their premier player
and they've got him at the
right position," Curci said.
Both teams lost their starting
centers from last season, with
junior Blair Buskirk or soph-
omore Barry Miller replacing
Randy Vey for Tech and soph-
omore Greg Nord replacing
Rick Nuzum for Kentucky.
Sonny Collins, Kentucky's All-
America candidate, returns at
running back for his final year,
determined to rewrite the
record books with a 2,000-yard
season.
Tech Coach Jimmy Sharpe
had hinted at a possible change
-pdsrlitarfor Rum's-by-MD%
that the senior speedster had
moved to his old running back
position in practice this week.
"We have a few personal de-
,..4)Ve.ratta, -oot--;e1rpaifilgtez,,•41430-,k.fe—
made until Saturday morning,"
Sharpe said.
Rogers' move from running
back to quarterback this year,
replacing the graduated Bruce
Arians, puts the shoe on the
other foot from last year when
Kentucky upended the Gobblers
38-7.
In that game, Kentucky had
the great running quarterback,
Mike Fanuzzi, while Virginia
Tech had the aerial threat in
Arians, who finished the season
with nearly a 45 per cent corn-
Plelion average.
This year, Rogers is the run-
ning quarterback, and he's
backed up in the wishbone at-
tack by Junior George Heath
and speedy sophomore Roscoe
Coles as running bakcs.
Coles, who runs the 100-yard
dash in 9-5 seconds for the
track team, gained 623 yards in
95 carries last year to rank sec-i
ond only to Rogers in rushing
for Tech.
. Heath gained 334 yards in 77
carries.
Kentucky, meantime, has
moved senior Cliff Hite into the
quarterback position and, while
he lacks the shifty speed that
Fanuzzi had, he is more of a
thrower.
In fact, in Hite's relatively
brief action last season, he.
completed 44 per cent of hii
passes.
"But this is just the opener,"
Curd said, "and neither team
knows what to expect. To spec-
ulate on what either of us will
do is just nonsense.
"The only thing you can be
sure of is that we'll both show
up, There will be a contest and
one team Will in and one
team will lose," Curci contin-
ued.
"I just hope the team that




3 piece suit of easy going, long wearing corduroy of
5096.CE LANESE FORTREL polyester, 50% cotton 4 back
inverted pleats on the jacket Slightly flared trouser, 6
buttons on the vest Jacket with our "Captain Eddie-
lining Fall ,colors. Sizes 36 46 Regulars and Longs
Buritingilam
Eall, iCth.
Dixieland Center Murray, Kentucky
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Kidd Feels Play Of Offensive
Line Must Improve Saturday
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
RICHMOND, r:y. 1API —
Eastern Kentucky's offensive
line did a bit of sni.uzing in last
week's opener wig. Wisconsin-
Oshkosh, but the leteown didn't
hurt the Colonels h.° much:
Eastern won 42-7.
But a similar letdown Satur-
day afternoon against invading
Dayton could be a different sto-
ry. Take it from EKU Coach
Roy Kidd.
The reason: ace running back
Everett Talbert will be on the
sidelines nursing an ankle
sprain suffered last Saturday.
-He couldn't even run plays
today and this is Thursday,"
Kidd lamented. In his place,
Kidd will start Scott
McCallister, who gained 20
yards in a reserve role against
Wisconsin-Oshkosh. "He's had
more playing experience — to-
la' experience in high school as
well as college," said Kidd in
explaining his choice. "But
Stan Mitchell is going to play
a lot." Mitchell had 74 yards
and a touchdown in an impres-
sive debut."
In other games Saturday in-
volving Kentucky college
teams, Kentucky State goes for
its second win at Albany (Ga,)
State; Emory & Henry visits
Georgetown; and Oberlin, Ohio,
visits Centre.
Kidd said he was less than
impressed with the perform-
ance of his veteran offensive
line — "we didn't come off the
ball very well in the first half"
— and hopes, for -.a better, day
ahead.
• The offense again will depend
on the passing of quarterback
Ernie House, the Ohio Valley
r ncc tafIgn,live..Pjayer_qt
eek who passed for 190
yards and three scores in the
opener. "He was a pleasant
suprise, since it was his first
start at quarterback," Kidd
said. "He was a little tight at
first ( EKU led only 14-7 at half-
time) when he realized he was
surrounded by veterans and he
was a rookie."
The Flyers, beaten 27-7 last
week by Western Kentucky,
"will run the veer more this
week than they did against
Western," Kidd said. "Western
dominated diem on defense.
They use more of a pressure
defense ... we aren't as totally
quick on defense as Western,"
Kidd feels.
Kentucky State was an irn-
Pressive 54-20 winner over Wis-
consin-Platteville in its opener
last week as Thorobred quar-
terback Curt Sullivan passed
for 239 yards and four touch-
downs. In all, KSU ran up a
school-record 504 yards, 282 in
the air and 222' on the ground.
Split end Leonard Elston was
on the receiving end of each
Sullivan scoring pass and fin-
ished with seven receptions for
161 yards. Each figure is a
school record.
Georgetown came out on the
short end of a 21-17 score in a
tough season-opening loss to
Franklin, Ind., last Saturday.
Franklin's Joe Kelly sealed the
issue with a three-yard run in
the fourth period. That touch-
down marked the third time in
the game that Georgetown had
lost the lead. Franklin's win-
ning drive was aided by a 15-
yard penalty against the Ti-
gers, one of nine major in-
fractions against the losers.
Centre opens its season with
hopes pinned to tailback Mark
Davis and tight end Dan
Young. Coach Herb McGuire
said both were impressive in
fall drills, as was defensive




WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
chairman of the House commu-
nications subcommittee wants
to extend and make permanent
the ban on television blackouts
of sports events, which expires
at the end of the year.
"I can honestly say that none
of the arguments which have
been raised to date by those
Who ..(441125e the anti-blackout
law have persuaded me that
professional sports have been
harmed at all by its enactment
two years ago," said
being able to view their local
teams playing at home, in
many case for the first time,"
MacDonald said.
In addition to extending the
blackout ban, MacDonald's leg-
islation would add to the num-
ber of post-season games in
some sports available on tele-
vision.
_ Under -current law; any- ma-
jor professional sports event—
football, baseball, basketball or
hockey—shown on national tele-
vision and sold out at least 72
...L.19..I2Orst H. 31400.q. west, ,at-mode- -
Mass., who introduced legisla-
tion Thursday to continue the
ban.
"The public has benefited by




LARGE VOLUME. LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
available for TV in the home
territory.
Before the blackout law was
passed in 1973, professional
sports leagues had a policy of
blacking out the home territory
whether or not the games were
sold out.
Under MacDonald's bill, pro-
fessional football would be sub-
jected to the 72-hour sellout
time but baseball, basketball
and Lockey would come under
a 24-htur standard for its post-
season games because their
playoff and championship
games often are not scheduled
more than 71 hours in advance.
'SPORTS
Nicklaus Refuses To
Play On World Cup Team
not the reason.
"I'd prefer that the story not
be written, but I won't lie. The
State Department has been in-
volved. I don't want to make
relations more strained than
they are."
But in Washington, State De-
partment officials said they
have been in contact with
World Cup officials for the past
six to eight months and have
persistently told them they
-know of no reason why any-
body shouldn't go to Bangkok."
Nicklaus said he thinks "I'd
be foolish to play there. Golf
that simple. ,has the reputation of being a
"I wouldn't mind playing as rich man's game, a capitalistic
an individual," he said, "but 
with all the things that are go-
ing on over there, playing as a
representative of the United
States could be an unpleasant
and potentially dangerous
thing."
Nicklaus won a spot on the.
American two-man team with
his victory in the PGA National
Championship. Lou Graham,
the U.S. Open champion, is the
other automatic selection.
Earlier in the week the spon-
soring International Golf Asso-
ciation announced that Nicklaus
was withdrawing from the com-
petition because of previous
garrimitinpriki ona
would be replaced by Johnny
Miller in the 50-nation event
scheduled Dec. 3-6.
"We didn't want to make a
By BOB GREEN
AP toff Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. I AP) —
The unsettled political situation
in Southeast Asia and fear for
his personal safety prompted
Jack Nicklaus to refuse a spot
on the United States World Cup
golf team that will compete in
Bangkok, Thailand, this winter.
"It would not be fair to my
family if I played there," Nick-
laus said Thursday.
He was asked if he feared for
his life.
"That's it," he said. "That's
the reason I'm not going. It's
game.




The annual men's Inter-City
Golf Tournament, involving
members of both the Murray
and Oaks Country Clubs, has
been postponed until Sept. 20-21.
Originally scheduled for this
coming weekend, Sept: 13 and
lir the' ,364inle - medal play
tournament will be played over
both the courses, beginning with
18 holes over the Murray
CountryClub course on Sept. 20
said of his withdrawal from t_he Oaks Country Club course on
team.
-At one time they thought
about trying to move the tour-
nament out of Thailand. I told
them that if they wanted to use
me as a wedge to get out, to go
ahead. But the decision was
made to stay in Thailand.
"I told them to handle it any
way they wanted and they put
out the release saying I had
Sept. 21.
Golfers wishing to participate
should sign up in the pro shops
of their respective clubs.
Starting times will be given on a
first-come, first-served request
basis. The entry fee is $5.
Coordinating the tournament
are Norman Hood of the Murray
club and Stan Hargrove of the
Oaks club.
previous commitments.
"Well, that's true. I've got HOCKEY
business meetings the day after - INDIANAPOLIS — Veteran
. .
the matches. tall-star defenseman Pat Staple-
-But you ask me if that's the ton signed a contract with the
reason I'm not going and I'm Indianapolis Racers of the
not going to lie to you. That's World Hockey Association.
Tiant Keeps Bosox In
Front By Five Games
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Luis Tiant and Jim Palmer.
Neither would be bad in a
pinch—but in the pressure of a
pennant race, they're simply
great.
The Boston Red Sox, behind
Tiant's gorgeous three-hitter,
defeated the Detroit Tigers 3-1
to stay five games in front of
the Orioles. Baltimore kept up
with the Red Sox by beating
the Cleveland Indians 10-2 as
Palmer scattered nine hits for
his 21st victory.
Tiant, especially, was impres-
sive. He had a no-hitter for 7
and 2-3 innings before Auerelio
Rodriguez lined a 3-2 pitch
through the middle for a single.
"After going that far, you
want a no-hitter, but there's
nothing you can do about it,"
said Tiant after winning his
16th game. "The main thing
was to win."
In the only other American
League game, the New York
Yankees whipped the Mil-
waukee Brewers 10-2.
After Tiant lost his no-hitter,






Murray Appliance 4 0
Hodge & Son 4 0
Corvette Lanes 3 1
Dim Interiors 3 1
Gene's Body Shot) 2 2
RIcIamin & Norsivorthy 2 Z
Colonial Bread 1 3
Mutual of Omaha 1 3
. . . 0 4
Ledger & limes 0 4




















































508 gave him a standing ova-
tion.
In the ninth rookie Bob Bald-
win tagged his third home run
of the season, accounting for
Detroit's run.
"He always throws good,"
said Detroit slugger Willie Hor-
ton of Tiant. -But the way he
pitched today, he would have
beaten anybody."
Orioles 10, Indians 2
Baltimore first baseman Lee
May whacked his 20th home
run to make it easy for Palmer
to beat Cleveland.
The game was spiced by a
bench-clearing incident in the
eighth inning. Baltimore's Ken
Singleton took a few menacing
steps toward rookie Larry An-
dersen on the mound after the
youngster let go with a wild
pitch inside with the score 10-1.
"I just thought he (plate um-
pire Bill Deegan) should have
gone out there and warned the
pitcher," explained Singleton.
"I don't like that, because it's
like inviting us to throw at
them. He wouldn't go out and
warn him."
Yankees 10, Bre*ers 2
Graig Nettles drove in four
runs with two homers to power
Catfish Hunter and New York
past Milwaukee. Nettles
smashed a two-run shot to cap
a three-run rally in the first in-
ning, then walloped a two-run
blast, his 21st, in the third to
give Hunter, 21-13, a 5-0 cushion
on the way to his fifth straight
victory and 28th complete game
of the season.
What can you do
when you want
extra money?
Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H & R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach
you to prepare income tax returns
We leach income tax preparation to people who tae
a flair for dealing accurately with figures. and who
enjoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time Over 300.000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We teach classes in more than 2,000 communities
. ---tarewhow.,*Kiocur.txpThere-re-turoott-certarrrtTbaw---.
class location and time satisfactory to you Job inter-
views available for best students Send for free infor-
mtttion and class schedules today HURRY,
Classes Start: September 15




Please send me free information about your tax prepa-






CLIP AND MAIL TODAY me 11=1
ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT TO BUY
ADVANCED TICKETS
SATURDAY AND MONDAY
Tickets on Sale at...
Bank of Murray, People's Bank
Long John Silver, Montgomery Wards
Under The Big Top
Trained Elephants Wild Animals
' Clowns Dare Devils








2 Shows-6 & 8 p.m.
Contact any Jaycee for moreInformation
Advanced tickets on sale now as follows. ..Children 12 and un-
der—$1.50, Adults-$1.00, Family Package-$8.00. Advance Student
Tickers-$2.00, Special "Golden Age" advance tickets-$1.50. Gate
prices will be $2.00 for children 12 anditrider, Adults $4.00.





The Jaycees will selladvanced tickets
Door to door through Monday night,
Have Fun At The Circus



























































































10 00 High Roll,
10:30 Hol Squ.
11 00 Marble Mac
11 30 Jackpot
11 55 News







































10:00 M. - Consul
T Insight
W - This Life
Th - Sac. Heart
F - Journey
10 30 Happy Days
11 00 Showoffs
11 30 All Child.
12:00 Ryans Hope
12 30 Make Deal
. 1 00 $10,000 Pyr_
-130 Rhyme/Reason
2 00 Gen. Hosp.
2-30 One LIN
1 3:00 You Don't
3:30 M-Th Matinee
F - Ecology



















































































TV GUIDE MONDAYEVENING,SEPTEMBER 15, 1975 SCHEDULE




N 10. 00 ews Beat
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow
6:30 Treas. Hunt 5 30 C Pete 5:00 Lone Ranger
7:00 Rhoda 555 Weather 5-30 News
7:30 Phyllis . 600 Cisco Kid 600 Rifleman
8:00 All Family 6 30 News 6 30 Sunset Strip
8:30 Maude 7 00 Barbary Coast 7 30 RA. Douglas
9:00 Med. Cent, 8 00 Notre Dame- 9 05 PTL Club
10:00 12 Reports 11 00 News 11 05 Movie
10:30 Movie . 11 30 Sports






















TVGUIDETUESDAYEVENING,SEPTEMBER 16, 1975 SCHEDULE




























10 30 World Ent









6 30 Treas, Hunt
7 00 Happy Days '7:00
7 30 B. Vinton
8.00 Rookies
9100m, Wilibii
10 00 Adam 12
10 30 Movie








7 00 Adam 12
7 30 Movie




TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 17, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-I)
_
K F VS-1 2 WSII-3
-

















5 30 C Pete
5 55 Weather
6 00 Cisco Kid
6:30 News





10.30 World E ft
5 00 Lone Ranger ' 6 30 C. Camera
5 30 News 7 00 Things Rotten
6'00 Rifleman 1 30 That's Mama
6:30 Sunset Strip 8 00 Beretta
7:30 M. Douglas , 9 00 Stersky
9:05 PTL Club ' 10 00 Adam 12
11 -05 Movie, 10 30 Movie
6:30 Tell Truth




10 30 P Mason
11 30 Movie
7 00 House/Prairie

















KFVS-12 . WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5
WSM-4
6:30 Wild Anirn. 5 30 C Pete 5 00 Lone 
Ranger
7:00 Waltons 5 55 Weath
er i 5 30 News
8 00 Movie 6 00 
Lassie 6 00 Rifleman
10 00 12 Reports 6 30 News 6 30 Sunset Strip
10:30 Movie 7 00 B Miller 7 30 M. Douglas
12 30 News 7 300n Rock '. 9 05 PTL Club
8 00 Sts. San Fran 11 .05 movie
900 Harry 0
10 00 News
10 30 Workl Ent
6:30 Name Tune
700 B. Miller
7 30 On Rocks I
8 00 Sts San Fran.
















TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 19, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSI)-6
17'30 C. Camera -7̀1
7 00 sanfotri 7".



















6 30 Hol squares
7 00 Mobile One
8 00 Movie
10 30 Adam 12
11 00 Movie
MAC-5
6 30 Tell Truth
7 00 Big t cid*























































































































1. "Speech as a major means of Communic
ation
Sign off
1. Representatives of College of Industry and
 Technology
2. Book Review
1. History in Perspective
2. Joe Prince, Dean of College of Creative 
Expression
3. L. Freeman, MSU Economist
Thursday: 1. MSU Political Scientist









8 00 W. Kitty
8 30 P Panther
9 00 Land Lost



























8 30 Scooby Doo
9 00 Shazarn





























10 30 Odd Ball


















































11 .30 Mission Imp
12 00 PTL Club
2 00 News
6 30 Sum. Sent.
'7 00 Pebbles
7 30 Bugs Bunny
Road Runner
8 30 Scooby Doo
9:00 Shawn/Isis



































4 30 Pop Goes
5:00 P. Wagoner
'5 30 Nash. Music
6:00 Scene/Six
6:30 8. Goldsboro




TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 14, 1975 SCHEDULE


































































































5:30 Wild King. -
6:00 Swiss Family
7:00 6 Mil $ Man
8 00 Movie
10.30 Takes Thief
11 30 Notre Dame







































DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
1. "Library Corner" with Margaret Treva
than
2. Murray Ministerial Association













5:30/4:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU




7:30/6:30 THE BEST OF
EVENING AT THE POPS
8:30/7:30 THE ARBORS
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE

















6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Reading II Inference"
7:00/6:00 OPEN MATH








10:00/9:00 A POEM LIKE ME
10:30/9:30 KY, GED SERIES:
























6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES:
"Reading IL Inference"
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RELA-







VIVAL KIT: "The Big Put-On
A Look at Cosmetics"
9:00/8:00 NOVA: "The Lost
World of the Maya"
10:00/9:00 INTERFACE:








3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RE-









6:30/5:30 KY, GED SERIES:
"Social Studies I • Government"
7:00/6:00 OPEN MATH























6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES:
"Social Studies I. Government"
7:00/6:00 HUMAN RELA-












National Public Radio it,






WKAS 25 Owenton 
WKGB 53 Pikeville 
 WCVN 54 Somerset 
WKZT 23
WKHA 35 TRANSLATORS
WKLE 46 Barbourville  12
WKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia .   9
WKMA 35
WKMR 38 Pineville '  8
WKMU 21 Whitesburg  73
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
Eastern/Cantrot Timis
3:30/2:30 p.m. KY. GED SE-



















THEATRE: "The Nine Tailors

















5 - 30-Options: --Social Security"
Workshop








1:00-WKMS FM Opera Theatre.
"William Tell" (Rossini) full
length in stereo
5:00-Man and Molecules-special




6:30-8-From the Record Library
SUN. SEPT. 14
.8:00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country
8:45-God's News Behind the
News
9:10-Sonata da Camera
10-noon-- Dos Alte Werk
Noon-States of the Union . New
Hampshire"
1:00-Folk Music and Bernstein:
The Amorous Tradition A
Garland of Love Songs




4 00-All Things Considered
(every day of week)
5:30-Voices in the Wind
6:30-8-From the Record Library
MON. SEPT. 15
9.30-Overseas Mission
5 30-Options: "My Lai The
Aftermath"
6:45-WKMS Evening News (M
F)
7-9-From the Record Library






9 - 00-- Music and the Spoken Wbrd
9:30-Here's to Veterans
Noon-Bach's Lunch
5 30-Options: "Medical Ex
per1mentat ion on Humans'
7:00-Firing Line with William F.
Buckley




"Should We Control Govern-
ment Spending?"
12.30-Power line
5:30-Options: "Careers in the
Cradle"





























1:00-WKMS FM Opera 'Theatre
"I Vespri Siciliani" (Verdi
4:05-Join All Things Considered
in progrIls
SUN. SEPT. 21
8 00-Changed Lives with den
Haden
8 30-Clear Creek Country
8 45-God's News Behind the
News
9 10-Sonata da Camera
10-notm-Das Alte Werk
Noon-States of the Union
"Virginia"
2:00-European Concert Hall
"Genoveva"; opera in four
acts by Robert Schumann
performed by the Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra of
Bavarian Radio
5 00 C. Pete 5 00 Lone Ranger
5 25 Weather 5 30 News
5 30 Am Music 6 00 Rifleman
6 30 hfirvirs -5 30 Sunset Strip
7 (X) Mobile One 7 30 M. Douglas ,
8 00 Movie 9 05 PTL Club
10 00 News 7105 Movie
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'Bicentennial Seniors' Nationwide Your Individual HoroscopeScholarship Program Gets Underway
-Bicentennial Seniors," a
nationwide $250,000 scholarship
program for high school seniors
who will graduate with the
Class of 1976, is being launched
this month by the National
Association of Secondary School
Principals.
One national winner will
receive a $10,000 scholarship
and 102 state winners will
receive $1000 grants under the
program.
Winners will be selected first
locally, then on a statewide
level. Two graduating seniors
will be chosen in each state and
the District of Columbia. Each
of the 102 winners will also
receive an all-expense-paid trip
to Williamsburg, Virginia, from
January 16 through 19 to attend
seminars and hear noted
speakers discuss educational
and social issues facing this
country today. The national
winner will be selected during
the Williamsburg conference.
Students taking part in the
1111 HOSPliAl NEWS
"Bicentennial Seniors" com-
petition must demonstrate an
understanding of America's
past and possible directions for
the future and an involvement
in the social and community
issues faced by America today.
Competition will include the
preparation of a minute-long
television script to be patterned
after the CBS television net-
work's 200 years ago today
"Bicentennial Minutes;" a
commentary discussing the
significance of the "minute"





Baby Girls (2) Wheeler
( mother Penny C.), Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Baby Girl Carter
mother Debra), 425 Central
Ave., Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sylvia A. Rickman, 1617
Locklomond Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Maureen 0. Geurin, 1611
13oTron , —Whirrs y, Ai& s.
Waltraud M. Davenport, Rt. 2,
Box 89, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Lucy-
Magraw, Box 227, Cadiz, Joy C. ,
Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Bessie S.
_,writglionat W‘cj-gLo•
Murray, Mrs. Dexie Wells, 803
President Adron Doran, aboard "Hawk's Mystery," won theVine, - Murray, Wilford War- championship of the Amateur Owner Class for riders 60 andfield, Hazel, Virgil Smith, Rt. 3,
older last week in the National Walking Horse CelebrationBenton, Ima McNutt, 616 Ellis
at Shelbyville, Tenn. Dr. Doran has been exhibiting horses forDr., Murray, Baby Boys (2)
three years in an effort to promote MSU's horsemanshipDeboe ( mother Valdiz), 1908A
program.
contains for the future; and a
current events examination
emphasizing issues and events
from the past year.
High school seniors should see
their principal for details on
how to participate in this
scholarship program.Ap-
plications must be filed no later
than October 6, 1975.
The program is administered
by NASSP and is funded by the
Shell Oil Company. "Bicen-









Mrs. Ruby M. Jackson, 1707
relti tit, Apt. Murra ,
Buford H. Brown, National
Hotel, Murray, Robert L.
Crawford, Box 481, Murray,
Henry Hargrove, Route 7,
Murray, Neal Starks, 502
Richardson, Murray, Miss
Debie Lassiter, Route 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Cathey A. Lile,
Route 1 Dexter, Maloy G.
Russell, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Annette Collie, Route 5, Benton,
, Mrs. Mayme F. Wallace, 311
Jackson, Paris, Tenn., Frank
W. Moore, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Juanita Ratz, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Debbie J. Villflor,
503,2 North 16th St., Murray,
Mrs. Jacqueline J. Melton, 102
Byrd RcL, Paris, Tenn„ Joe E.
Bradshaw, Route- 1 Colonial
Acres, Dresden, Tenn., Frank
W. Ganger, 316 South 13th
Murray, Mrs. Elaine Vance,
Route 6, Murray, Miss Amy M.








recipients using food stamps
can breathe easier as the
federal bill which extended food
stamp eligibility to sup-
plemental security income
recipients has been renewed by
Congress through June 30, 1976.
"By Sept. 30, 1975, all sup-
plemental security income
recipients using food stamps
will have been recertified, this
time for however long their
circiimstances warrant," said
Commissioner Gail S Huecker
of the Bureau for Social In-
surance in the Department for
Human Resources.
"We are working under the
assumption that the bill will be
renewed again in 1976.
Recertifying individuals for up
to a year as we do in all other
food stamp cases assures
,continued benefits without
inconvenience to the recipient
or unwieldy caseloact," said
Commissioner* Huecker.
It is estimated that of the
state's 100,000 supplemental
security income recipients,
48,000 use food stamps.
40
Ci MPtO-Mes'e'freJii 3raTe - v-frtverrsity—
Central Slieepple Center Open 9 9 Mon Sc? I 6 Son.






9":141"111/4" blue steel biscuit pan.
Years of dependable service easy to
clean. Perfect for biscuits, cookies,
baking almost anything.
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 4191AA
Timing will be important
now. Choose the hours for
stepping up action astutely:
choose those for curtailing as
smartly. Shun mere chance-
taking.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64kW
Good stellar influences.
Especially favored: real estate
deals, home improvements,
family concerns and social
activities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 849-
Your intuition and self-
reliance stimulated now. And
both will be needed if you are to




June 22 to July 23) 00
A good period for review,
reevaluation of your present
status. Make certain that you
are quite sure of what you
REALLY want.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A new venture ahead? Don't
forget that the advance plan-
ning and first moves are vitally
important. Don't let "tradition"
keep you from trying a new
approach.
VIRGO 
ti1WPAug. 24 to Sept. 23
Superiors should be receptive
- .to your......ideas now. Advance
your best ones — but tactfully,
of course. Romance and travel
also favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 A
uP,Aticzeins .cathe.c.tharl-,
rush ahead helter-skelter. You
could get into trouble if you use
the wrong tactics.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/1415'
Organize your program so as
to eliminate time-wasting
confusion. A good activity day
for those born under this Sign
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4100
When you believe in anything,
your enthusiasm is so intense it
is contagious, so make sure you
are correct. A day in which your
influence will be strongly felt.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Good Saturn influences. In-
tellectual and creative pursuits
should be stimulated. Do not
overestimate your set-up,
however. All gains won't come
at once.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some dubious schemes may
be suggested. Be alert — and
reject promptly. Also, avoid
unconventional behavior, ex-
tremes in word or deed
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
One of those mixed periods
which can bring both the
everyday and the unusual. Seek
expert advice and opinions to
cope with the latter.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely determined,
progressive and energetic in-
dividual; are endowed with both
business acumen and creative
talents; are more gifted in
leadership qualities than many
others of your Sign and, withal,
have an affable, almost jovial,
personality and a delightful
sense of humor. When choosing
a career, either literature or the
theater may. appeal._ to you
greatly and both are splendid
outlets for your talents. But you
could also carve outstanding




moodiness. Birthdate of: John
J. Pershing, Commander-in-
Chief, World War I; Theodore
Roosevelt Jr., former Gov. of
Puerto Rico; Sherwood An-
derson, author, playwright.
Students Invited To Participate
In International Festival At UK
Kentucky federal and public
high school students have been
invited to participate in the
second annual International
Bicentennial Festival set for
Oct. 9-12 in the University of
Kentucky Memorial Coliseum.
Mrs. Floyd E. Boyer Jr.,
Lexington artist and teacher in
the Fayette County School
System, is chairman of the
Festival's school art com-
mittee.
We are asking each school to
send us a painting in the shape
of their county which illustrates
the various trades and activities
unique to that county," Mrs.
Boyer said.
She recently sent each high
school a letter and a map of
their county. "We hope that
each of Kentucky's 120 counties
will be represented," she
continued. "Next year, perhaps
we can make a huge state from
the art we receive this year."
The 1975 festival includes an
array of some 85 exhibit booths
manned by approximately 3,500
volunteers and continuous
entertainment provided by over
2,500 professional and non-
professional talent—all under
one roof.
In addition to the Kentucky
school art, the nationally
renowned IBM exhibit of the
models of Leonardo da Vinci's
inventions will be on display in
the front corridor of the UK
coliseum. The working models
which are taken from cla Vinci's
sketchbooks will be shown free
of charge to the public.
A festival "first" is the
construction of a large fabric
sculpture which will cover the
ceiling of the UK coliseum.
Created by Arturo Sandoval of
the UK art department, the
sculpture made of parachute
materianepresents the First
time anyone has attempted to
cover the ceiling.
The festival opens with a
ribbon cutting ceremony at 6
p.m. Thursday, Oct. 9. The
grand opening, set for 8 p.m.
includes a parade led by a
Kentucky Babpipe Band and
children of the world escorting
Kentucky's Governor Julian
Carroll and other dignitaries.
The University of Kentucky
massed choruses, directed by
Sara Holroyd also will present a
medley of American music
arranged especially for the
national bicentennial
celebration.
Sunday, Oct. 12, the en-
tertainment committee has
planned continuous sacred
programs including bell and
vocal choruses and interpretive
religious dances.
A total of 22 international
cultural exhibits will be
grouped in four diamond-
shaped clusters centered with
an island of yellow mums which
will be sold to benefit Kentucky
children's cancer research.
In addition to the numerous
cultural booths and hourly
entertainment, the festival will
feature 20 food booths. French
Quiche and roasted chestnuts in
newspaper cones, German
cookies, Greek pastries, East
Indian curried rice and pap-
padum, and salami and rye
sandwiches prepared by the
Jewish community are but a
few of the foods to be sold
during the 33-hour festival.
For Americans who prefer
only American food thercr-swill
be hot dogs, potato chips, soft
drinks, cotton candy, popcorn,
American Cookies, and Soul
Food.
"We hope the many varieties
of educational opportunities,
foods, and entertainment make
our festival akin to an inex-
pensive walking tour of the
world," said Mrs. Kenneth V. L.
Miller...the_festivags. chairman,
The festival runs from 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 9;
from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 10; from 12 noon to 12
midnight Saturday, Oct. 11, and
from 12 noon to 6 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 12.
Admission is $1.00 for adults
and 50 cents for children.
Friday, Oct. 10, school children
accompanied by a teacher or
parent may enter for 25 cents.
School groups may be
scheduled by writing Mrs.
James Warson at 241 Wood-
spoint Rd., Lexington, Ky.
40502.
Each money-making project
in the festival is sponsored by a
nonprofit organization. Any
profits made from the door
receipts will go to the In-
ternational Book Project, based
in Lexington.
The book project is a non-
profit agency which arranges
for books and technical journals
to be distributed in more than 50
countries. Since 1966, IBP has
distributed approximately





A $1500 grand prize will be
awarded in the current Poetry
Competition sponsored by the
World of Poetry, a monthly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete
for the grand prize or for 49
othereepsh or merchandise
awards. Second place is OK
According to contest director,
Joseph Mellon, "We are en-
couraging poetic talent of every
kind, and expect our contest to
nrodliee aacitisti
Rules and official entry forms
are available by writing to:
World of Poetry, 801 Portola
Dr., Dept. 211, San Francisco
CA 94127.





P , Package of 2 - clean, quick . . .
VICTOR
Mouse Tra
"The Rest Traps Since 184
24c
Package of 2 wood mouse traps. Stur.
dy metal trap construction. Stock up
now and save.




*Snap top iliCicor Rides
It
1242"1614"13'4" crystal clear lid type
shoe and accessory box. Sell stacking.





Treated to attract dust. Feather duster
is great for furniture, lamps, venetian
blinds, doors, bric-a-brac, ialousie
windows.
The more you eat. 'the more you want . . .
Cracker Jacks
Everybody's favorite. Cracker
Jacks Candy coated popcorn
and peanuts and a toy sur
prise! The more you eat,
the more you want
riri t snag or rattle . • •





Vinyl coated drip dry hangers Won't snag, rust, or
rattle. Keeps all of your clothes less wrinkled.
kJ.
Women's shoe racks with sturdy
chrome finish. Holds 9 pairs of
















6%"i5t4" clear plastic sandwich
bags. Strong, easy to use and has a
fold-lock top. Locks in sandwich and
freshness. Box of 9.





Your choice of concentrated menthol
or eucalyptus with menthol. Tem-
porary relief from dry irritated throat.







Handy shelf that clips on lust about
any shower to hold every bathing
need Rust proof, sturdy, unbreakable
plastic



































































Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 . )3 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
West Fork
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
V:ednesday Evening 7:00p. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Northside
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Blood River
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6: 30 P• m•
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
Elm Grove .
Morning Worship 11:00






Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30a. m.
Worship 11:00a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist




Morning Services 11:00 a.
Evening Services 7:00 p.
Faith Baptist




Evening Worship 7:00 p.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:00 a.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a.





t Ili. L1/4. R it U
Nazarene
Murray Church
Morning Worship 9:45 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p. m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11:008.m.




Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 730p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 1100
First Assembly of God
Church School 1000 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
United, 310 I rvan Ave.




Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m.. 11 a.cn-4; 30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
m. Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
m. Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 O. m.
m. Jehovah's Witnesses
M. Watchtower 10:30a. m.
- • -
m. Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
m. Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
m. Church School 9:15
m. Worship Hour 10:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.m. Morning Worship 1030 a. m.m 
Seventh Day Adventistm, Sabbath School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 9. 30 a. m.
Nte
PEACEABLE KINGDOM
rOu it4 ne COMICH
THE CIOU001 11,4 you
••••.•
0.0.0.o amil • de.
The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and th• leopard shall lie with
the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and
o little child shall and them. Isaiah 11:6 '
This wiraler *evil'(Fin-lad that -soittilayarrinfinaliaisdiiilinsankind.wo•iid
live in peace together. We're still a long way from this dream. Yet
each of us is capable of making a small contribution toward brother-
hood.




Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 1045 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.





Worship Service 10: 40 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 1050 a.m.
Evening Worship • 7:00 p.m.
Pleasant Valley
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 3:00 p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School 10!00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11700a.m.
























Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
- -North illeatitit •GrOVIr
Sunday School 9: 45 a.m.
Worship Service - 11:00a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Worship Services 11 a m.. 7 p.m.
Mount Pleasant
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School 9: 30 a.m.
Worship Service 10: 4.5 a.m.








Worship Service 11 a m , 15t Sun
day, 10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9.30 a.m
Sunday School 10 30 a.m.
Good Sheigierd United
Worship Service 10 .00 a. m.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m
Kirksey United
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11.00 am 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 11 00 a m. 3rd & 4th Sun
day
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10.00 a.m
Sunday School 11:00 a m
First Methodist
Worship 8.45 & 10. 50 a m
Russets Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship 11.00a m.
Gosehn Methodist
Worship Service at 11 .00 a.m 1st a.
3rd Sundays, 9.30 a m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 • 00 a.m. 2nd a. 4th
Sundays
Cole's Camp Ground




lst & 2nd Sundays, 11:00a rn 
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday'
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 15t
sSunday-10:C0 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 ,a.m 2nd
Sunday. 11.00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School moo a.m. 15t, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:45 a.M.
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 9 30 a m.
Evening 7 00 p m
2nd & 4th Sunday 1100a m
No Evening Worship
Bethel United
1st &.3rd Sunday 11:00 a.m.
2nd & 4111 Sunday 930 a.m.
Evening 600 p m.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10.00 a m.
Morning Worship 1100 a m.
Evening 700 p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 945 am.




.. Plumb ditioning"W.Prtt lis geekday's . -Commercial-Residential
10 to II Fri. - Closed Sunday Repairson
/ 
, ngClaude.H 4ai,,a9IanVaughnsA,ailria 
Conditi






The J.H.Churchill Food Giant
Funeral Home




Perkins PancakeAstro Car Wash
IRE 'j1Afterrey, By..
Ewing Tire Service
Yew Conspeete TIP* Service Center
Per PlIsswillor•Tnecti A Perm Tires
MS C.Mdmitor Rd. /S3-3144
oh 05/ U R R A Y 
...,
DRIVE





e _10 p m EverydayU.S. Illlorth 6 itri.641......
Worlds largest and Hews, dwelt. et Pancake Niewies,..., owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH-
"Mg PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"
I Ill 
5t,
1210 Main Moore paints, ys3_30pg
,
I -
i'7';'// CV 1 “ f k
.,..,.fr!
Residential Service For
Carpets-Floors-Smoke & Odor Removal




We ere noosing specials Daily, Men. Mr,/ ?hors.
Fri., Sat., See. -T-Sone Steak Special
Ne. INA Md. 440-Call M Orders te 7S3-4411
I
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT I P.M -PH. /S3-9334
Mugs bought daily
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night











- heat led Allirmsoft
MS. NI -Campine Teme-Ila II Sep* Sarviee- ,q,ri American
Coin & Tree's Motor Soles
Nernet-Mateder-Oremlin4oep





( .1'*: Tires Batteries & Accessories
Open 6 a.m.-a p.m.-Closed Sunday
121 & 14th St. 753-5712
02,,
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 121n St. 75) 7171
t,isi
or IN \






."For The Woman who Cares"
Chestnut St. 753.3142 
\
wi
Serving Murray State University
141 3 011v! Blvd. 713-7334I
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR Ufli-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1111S PRE, -R:4-4-111sik §:BO IL-111B-Psww• 713-04e
1,
it Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
4.5 "OMEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
' ; ? te)411` THINK OF OURS"
,..•:". 0,i- ?AR,
,t fi OP. affl 017 Coldwater Rd. 753-1401_
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
• 1




trot Syc•nwere Phone 157 7/74
Murray Glass Co. Inc.
Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117 Night Call 753-0235
1302 Johnson Blvd. Dan BarrowFive
CONTROL
t 
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
"Every Day Yee Delay Lets Bags Heys
Their Way"
lOS So. 13th St. 753.10)4
Palace Cafe
Points 753-7“2




He Who Has Never
Failed Has Never Tried
P
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE • CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
---ilibleS-R *cords-Mask • Seeks-
-Ctairch Swoolles-Gifts-
MS Chestnut St 713-ens
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILNAM-MOR
IF HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4
Ky. Lake Slate Park Pit. 474.2241
compi•vENTS
Paschall Truck Lines










S Ilth st OPEN EVENINGS OIL II 00
Murray, ky 
 /114Murra, Ky freeAcres of parkingII
Garrison Motor Sales




"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Seel and Ham Sandwiches
Sycarnere at 121%
Call in Orders 753,7101
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE EXTRAOxpiNARY BANK"
Member f OIC
ke Main So 13th l Story Chestnut St





Wadroad Ave 75) 140.1
.111
Kentucky Lake Oil Company





"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"





wenn - Homes, Inc. '.\
Murray, By. Ph 753.11434




Flowrrs for all OcCesions
House Plants Landscaping
son si 4irs 713 325I 711 /1114,
gae 6
aizt4;8 Restaurant
.-i FAMOUS F ISM DINNERS
On Hwy 66 ,if Aurora
Phon, :' 4 2 20?
-4
Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mr S Themes Ilrown-Owners
Phone 4161345 and 4344371I
Wells Electric
I
Murray Auto Parts .
etrevill Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
WS Maple St. 753.4414
Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West KentoclrY Transportation Center
04070e MUCKS 4th at Poplar 753-1377
.,„ Murray Upholstery Shop
9111 








V.P... 60 1 South 4th 7534405
641 Super Shell
FREE PICK OP AND DELIVERY
Open 6 ..:011 m 12••• pma m Cle
South 17th Streer-Pheste 7534131,
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Year Johnsen Meters Dealer
Sales-Servic re-Parts
Bosh & Boating Supplies




ManYay's Most C.ampiete DeperINNWI More
Central Shenning Corker 2S3-71/S
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
mASSEY,FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
)Industrial Read Phone 753 1316
NI









Audubon Society will hold its
September meeting in the
Murray University School
Auditorium at 7:00 p. m., on
Monday, September 15. James
Moynahan, Manager of the
Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area, will be the
program speaker. Interested
persons, members or not, are
invited.
Spearheaded by the current
president, Thomas Lane, of
Heath High School, the newly.
formed chapter of the Audubon
Society plans to move its
meetings around the principal
cities of the Purchase area.
"We hope that by having our
meeting at Murray we will
attract Murray people who are
already members of the
National Audubon Society and
will be interested in playing an
active role in the Jackson
Purchase Chapter," Lane said.
Among the Murray residents
now active in the chapter is Dr.
Cle11 T. Peterson, Program
Chairman, of Murray State
University.
At this meeting, after a year-
long membership drive and
planning effort, the local
chapter will receive its offical
charter from Myron Swenson,
midwest representative of the
National Audubon Society.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.9,
up 0.2. Below dam 302.1, up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8, up
ARNOLD AFS, Tenn.—Air Force Technical Sergeant Bob Kleeman, known to friends as the
"No. 2 Duke of Paducah," receives an attractive trophy here recently from Major Henry L Isen-
berg, Ir. for being named top nurse recruiter for Kentucky and parts of three neighboring states.
(U.S. Air force Photo by Phd Tarver)
Six-Hour Disturbance Erupts
At Tennessee Prison Thursday
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP )—A
six-hour disturbance erupted at
the Tennessee State
Penitentiary Thursday night
after an inmate complained
about cold bologna being substi-
tuted for pork chops before all
prisoners were fed. The com-
plaint led to a fight between the
inmate and a guard.
One prisoner, identified by
Baptist Hospital spokesman
Walt Williams as Napoleon Pol-
lard, suffered gunshot wounds
during the disturbance and was
hospitalized. He was reported
in guarded condition.
No one at the prison would
say immediately under what
circumstances Pollard was
shot.
Five other prisoners were
also being treated in city hospi-
Nation's Drivers Still Whizzing Along
Above 55 M.P.H. Limit, Survey Finds
By G.G. LaBFLI F.
Associated Press Writer
The nation's drivers are still
whizzing along highways above
the 55 mile per hour limit de-
signed to conserve energy de-
spite recent increases in gaso-
line prices, an Associated Press
survey shows.
In the survey, AP reporters
drove at 55 m.p.h. for an hour
safety officials say figures do
not necessarily substantiate
this.
—Opinions of police varied on
whether drivers were com-
plying with the lower speed
limit more now than when it
first went into effect.
The highest incidence of
speeding was reported in New
Jersey, where the test driver
also more frequent offenders.
Charles Clinton, a Texas tru-
cker, expressed the atitude of
many of his colleagues: "I
waste more fuel gearing down
to get over the hills than I save
going 55. In a truck you need to
be able to go 65 to 70 to get a
run at the hills."
The New Jersey reporter alsoduring a weekday noontime this reported he was passed by noted that turnpike traffic did01 Below dam 303 8 utttni,ts'i-p 06 —weak -co-highways- across . the— mere- than 2811-trehirterrowiht--noteVett grow- - down
country. The test showed that New Jersey Turnpike and ing a state police patrol car in only one state was the re- passed only two vehicles, parked on the side of the road.porter, while driving at the le-





Set to look like one big diamond
only $ 1 1 0
We haven't raised our prices,we haven't lowered our
quality. You can still buybeautiful diamonds at our
usual low price. We acquiredthese diamonds before the re-
cent price increases. So we
can offer you the exquisite
loveliness of not one. Or two.or three but seven sparkling






cars than passed him.
And in that state, Virest Vir-
ginia, the reporter said he be-
lieved the test was thrown off
by drivers from the opposite di-
rection blinking their lights to
warn of a radar speed trap.
The survey also showed:
—The number of speeding
tickets is up considerably over
the period before the 55 m.p.h.
limit was put into effect in
March of last year. In some
cases the number is more than
double or triple what in was in
the pre-55 m.p.h. period.
•--- Police have increased at-
tempts to trap speeders, in
some cases adding radar units
and unmarked patrol cars.
Some of these efforts are ap-
parently aimed at preventing
loss of federal highway funds,
which can be taken away from
states not enforcing the 55
m.p.h. limit.
Earlier this week, the U.S.
Transportation Department or-
dered all states to furnish data
showing they were enforcing
the lower speed limit.
—Police officials in most
states believe that drivers, if
not following the 55 m.p.h. lim-
it, are at least driving at
speeds below what they did be-
fore it went into effect. Many
police also said they thought
lowered speed limits had low-






If you haven't stopped in and talked to your dealer since
the Massey 450 started, do it today. There's a good chance
it's the tractor deal you've been looking for.
This special sale allows your Massey-Ferguson dealer
to offer you top trade-in allowances plus a factory cash
bonus of $350 up,to $450 on these 4 popular models.
Moving up in power? Move up to Massey and pocket
from $350 up to $450 in
cash to boot. But hurry,
the Massey 450 comes








. Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
.Industrial Rd 7p3:13l9
On the opposite end of the Asked about whether the 55spectrum was New Mexico, m.p.h. limit was being en-whfa-euaa reporter-said bo-war,--rota,,tryNeprjefsfy state 661passed by five vehicles and lice spokesman replied: "Abso-passed four. But he noted one lutely." Since New Jerseyof the cars passing him was a records of traffic tickets arestate patrol car with its lights not divided into individual of-flashing. 
fenses, it could not be deter-
The reporter in New Jersey mined if speeding tickets were
noted that the biggest offenders on the increase in the state.
seemed to be trucks, most of Ip other states police showed
which seemed to be driving at large increases in the number
speeds of around 70 m.p.h., of tickets.
about what they did before the In Utah, for example, a
lowered limits. Some police and spokesman said speeding tick-
service station operators in oth- eta were running 20 per centem states had the same feeling above last year, when they hadatarraald that salesman weft doubled from the previous year
when higher speed limits were
in effect.
In Connecticut, a spokesman
said state police issued 4,994
tickets in January-July 1973,
before the lower speed limit
was in effect. State police is-
sued 16,227 speeding tickets in
the same period last year and
24,292 in January-July this
year.
In Maryland, police said • that
iiitheiForith SitiCelhy Vegan a
speeding crackdown July 29
they's issued 24,800 speeding
tickets, more than three times
the monthly average before.
Qpiaions yaried anlang
ers questioned about the 55
m.p.h limit, and the random
survey provided no basis for
determining a consensus.
In Utah, however, one police-
man noted that even among
those stopped for speeding most
say they agree with the lower
limit.
One exception was a driver
from Vermont questioned at a
gas station in Idaho.
"I never pay any attention to
the speed limit," he said.
•Ite has the tickets to prove
it," added his wife.
Fromme Demands Justice For
Redwood Tree At Arraignment
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP) prevent Miss Fromme from
— Lynette "Squeaky" making statements in court,
Fromme's bizarre arraignment saying it might prejudice her
suggests her eventual trial on a right to a fair trial. But she in-
charge of trying to kill Presi- sisted.
dent Ford could feature scenes "This is more important to
reminiscent of the 1970 Charles me at this time," she said.
Manson trial. "I'm the one that has to sit in
Miss Fromme's court appear- the cell and worry about it."
ance Thursday featured the de- Miss Fromme, 26, is the first
fendant in a red hooded cos- person ever indicted under' the
tume demanding justice for 1965 federal law covering at-
redwood trees and issuing an tempted assassinations of U.S.
ominous warning that "the gun presidents. She has not yet en-
is pointed.- tered a plea. If convicted, she
U.S. District Court Judge could draw a maximum sen-
Thomas J. MacBride tried to tence of life imprisonment.
Secret Service agents say a
loaded gun was wrested from
her hand when she was seized
within two feet from President
Ford in Sacramento's Capitol
Park.
Since then, her friends have
said that Miss Fromme may
have been seeking attention for
the Manson clan's campaign
against pollution, which advo-
cates killing the polluters.
"There is an army of young
people and children who want
to clean up this earth, the red-
wood trees," she said in court
Thursday. The judge said her
statements weren't relevant to
the case. But she rambled on in
a calm voice.
"I want you to order the
corps of governmrnent engi-
neers to-buy up the parks," she
said. "...You have jurisdiction
over the redwood trees.. The
important part is the redwood
trees."
As the judge tried to silence
her, she declared, "The gun is
pointed, your honor. The gun is
pointed. Whether it goes off is
up to you."
As she was escorted from
court by a deputy U.S. mar-
shal, she remarked, "I hope I
wasn't rude.". MacBride as-
sured her she wasn't.
Miss Fromme's next court
appearance is set for Tuesday
when Federal Public Defender
E. Richard Walker will argue
for reduction of her million bail
He also will seek cancellation of
a gag order which prevents
Miss Fromme from talking to
'news media. -
Her plea hearing It set 'for




application was approved and
several items of routine
business were handled Monday
night as the board of directors
of the Murray Country Club
held its regular monthly
meeting.
Approved for membership
were Paul and Lorraine
Maggard, 807 North 20th Street.
Maggard operates Jerry's
Restaurant on U. S. 641 South.
In other action, the board:
—Authorized the Murray
State University golf team to
use the course Sept. 26 and 27
for its annual Murray State
Inter-collegiate Tournament, in
which 14 college teams are
expected to participate.
—Received a report from
director Buddy Buckingham
that the complete renovation of
the men's and ladies' rest
rooms and locker areas waa
virtually complete.
—Directed Club Pro Jimmy
Sullivan and Buckingham to
make a study of the
replacement for the dead
hickory tree guarding the right
side of the No. 3 green.
— Authorized a dinner
honoring all new members who
have joined the club within the
past year. The date and details
will be announced at a later
date.
—Authorized the Murray
Shrimp Club to use the course in
early August,, 1976, for its an-
nual Shrine Vournament,
will make every effort to bring





tals, including two who re-
ceived dog bites. Two guards
were treated at hospitals for in-
juries.
Several fires were set in the
compound and scores of in-
mates went on a looting ramp-
age in several areas of pen-
titentiary, officials said.
"I would classify it a riot,"
said Acting Warden Robert
Morford, in characterizing the
second upheval at the prison
since April.
The prison's most famous in-
mate, James Earl Ray, did not
participate in the disturbance,
Morford said. Ray is serving a
99-year term for the 1968 assas-
sination of Dr. Martin Luther
King in Memphis.
"The last time we checked on
him, he was sound asleep in his.
cell," Morford said after giving
an early morning report that
the disturbance had been
quelled.
Morford said the guard in-
volved in the dining room lo-
cation was placed on adminis-
trative leave pending com-
pletion of an investigation. He
said the "preliminary finding is
the guard did act improperly in
the dining hall."
Several guards and about 24
visitors were locked in the pris-
on for a short time after the
melee erupted. None was re-
ported harmed. Prison officials
estimated that at the height of
the disturbance about 350 of the
2,200 inmates milled around a
courtyard and athletic field, re-
fusing to return to their cells.
Order was restored after
about 100 city police officers
and guards, armed with night
sticks, formed a skirmish line
with dogs in the open area and
forced inmates inside, Metro-
politan Police Chief Joe Casey
said.
Several of the officers and
guards received minor injuries
during the sweep, said Casey.
Another 200 riot-equipped offi-
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The Paducah Area Vocational-
Center and the Paducah School
of Practical Nursing are now
accepting applications for the
June, 1976, Licensed Practical
Nursing Class.
Student selection for the class
will be made by the Admissions
Committee this fall based on the
following: high school
graduation or the G.E.D.,
minimum age of 17, good
physical and mental health,
expellent references, and ac-
ceptable performance on
general aptitude test.
The program is 13 months in
length and prepares the
graduate to enter nursing as a
beginning practitioner of
practical nursing upon passing
the licensing exam. By meeting
reciprocity requirements,
licensure may be transfered to
any state.
The general curriculum of the
program includes Body
Structure and function, Basic
Nursing Skills, Nutrition and
Diet Therapy, Personal and
Community Health, Phar-
macology for Nurses,
Psychiatric Nursing, Nursing of
Adults, Obstetrical and
Gynecological Nursing, and
Pediatric NurSing. State ap-
proved challenge exams exist
for several courses for those
, that have an acceptable nursing
related background.
Cost of the program to instate
students is approximately 82.5‘
for the year. Cost to out of state
students is approximately $700
for the year. This includes
tuition, registration, books, and
uniforms.
Application may be made at
the Paducah Area Vocational
Center's Health Occupations
Butlding;ifiaBAdarns, Paducah,






















DEADLINE: OCTOBER 6, 1975
Get the Fever!
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Regional Industrial Sites Can Help
Lower Energy Expense, Official Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Participation by several
counties or communities in
industrial site development can
lessen the burden of high utility
expenses and can lead to in-
dustrial sites that cover hun-
dreds of acres of land, ac-
cording to Tom Fields, state
director of industrial
development for the Kentucky
bepartment of Commerce.
"The smallest industrial park
is, of course, vital as a source of
employment for Kentuckians,"
Fields said. "But regional sites
lend themselves to amortization
of costs and a broader economic
impact."
Fields pointed to an industrial
park to be developed near
Corbin as an example of
_regional site development.
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FeAnture Srndieate. Inc. et rie
and Whitley counties have
embraced the concept of
regional sites and, as a result,
the area will have a 700-acre
industrial park on land
previously strip-mined that will
attract 15 to 30 different in-
dustries," Fields said.
The concept of regional in-
dustrial sites serving multi-
county areas was developed in a
study done by the Department
of Commerce two years ago to
determine the feasibility and
advantages of such a
development approach.
Steps taken in this process are
selection of land most workable,
securing options on the land and
completion of a feasibility study
of the site before access roads
and utilities can be added to
complete development.
Funds for a feasibility study
of the Corbin site have already
been earmarked by a local
development authority. A
Middlesboro engineering firm
will undertake the study.
The Department of Com-
merce will act in an advisory
capacity in the final develop-
ment of the site and will direct
industrial clients to the site on
completion.
When asked how many jobs
the industries occupying the site
might provide, Fields
responded: "We expect most of
the industries will require 25
acres of land, and the state's
average employment per acre
in manufacturing is six per-
sons.
FIRST STENO?
Marcus Tullius Tiro in-
vented the earliest known
method of shorthand, in order
oridions--or
Qcero who lived in ancient
Rome from 106 to 43 B.C.
I. •
The Mahoney Sisters of Nacogdoches, Texas, will provide
special music- in each of the revival services at Memorial
Baptist Church, September 14-18, with their father, Dr. James
Mahoney, as the evangelist. Services will start at seven p. m.
Sunday and at 7:30 p. m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday nights. The sisters are Kim, age 15, and Kelly,
age 13, and are assisted by their mother, Mrs. lames
Mahoney.
Early Eye Examination
The United States Coast
Guard Academy has announced
that it is now accepting and
processing applications for
appointment as Cadet, U. S.
Coast Guard, Class of 1980. This
year for the first time ap-
plications are being accepted
from women.
'Appointments to the Coast
Guard Academy are tendered
solely on the basis of an annual




for appointment must be sub-
mitted to the Director of Ad-
missions, U.S. Coast Guard
Academy, prior to December
15, 1975. Candidates must
arrange to participate in either
the College Board Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT ) or
American College Testing
Assessment (ACT) prior to or
including the December 1975
administration.
The competiton for ap-
pointment as Cadet is based on
the candidate's high school
rank, performance on either the
SAT or ACT, and leadership
potential as demonstrated by
participation in high school
extra-curricular activities,
community affairs or part-time
employment. Most successful
candidates rank in the top
quarter of their high school
class and demonstrate
proficiency in both the
mathematical and applied
science fields.
Coast Guard Academy 'Peepshow'
Accepting Applications To Begin
Friday, KET
awarded a Bachelor of Science
degree - and are commissioned
as Ensign in the United States
Coast Guard. Selected officers
may pursue further
postgraduate education and
specialized training in many
leading civilian and military
graduate or professional





"The . young Academy
graduate can look forward to a
varied, exciting, and deman-
ding career as a regular Coast
Guard Officer," the spokesman
said. "The Coast Guard per-
forms essential humanitarian
missions vital to the safety and
saving of lives at sea. Under the
auspices of the Department of
Transportation, the Coast
Guard establishes and coor-
dinates search and rescue
operations by ship and plane,
maintains advanced electronic
and other aids to navigation
scattered around the globe,
operates the icebreakers which
clear the way for all polar ex-
peditions, and enforces marine
law and all aspects of Merchant
Marine safety. In addition, the
Coast Guard has responsibility
for boating safety and marine
environmental protection."
Applications and additional
information may be obtained by
writing to: Director of Ad-
missions, United States coast
Guard Academy, New London,
Connecticut 06320,, -- or 'Children Stressed- --co -qtralif)t---tor the- -coth-  -- •petition, an applicant must be
unmarried and must haveThis month children across child's eyesight. reached the age of 17 but not 22Kentucky entered school for the It is one of the most important by July 1, l76. All applicantsfirst time. Most were well toots he can bring to this new antistrile asarxr • itschcaL
prepat TrITT1 graduation by June 30, 1976.
well determine how well or how
erf-- -for— the— effour ----titpelltsnre:=Abd tr10-111-ar thir
occasion. Yet, one very im-
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poorly he does through school.
For a child who displays
learning or emotional problems
may, in fact, simply not be
seeing correctly. With a com-
mon condition like myopia
I nearsightedness), he may
appear introverted and not
willing participate in group
activities. Conversely, if he has
hyperopia (farsightedness) he
may be restless, overactive,
and unable to concentrate on
----dose work. _ _ _
Ws easy for parents to
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eyes 1s:)ic normal and the child.
doesn't voice a complaint •
Without a basis for comparison,
why should he think the out-of-
focus, blurred or double images
he sees should look any dif-
ferent') After all, that's the way
he has always seen things.
Many parents, too, are falsely
reassured by the fact that
usually, in the first or second
grade, a child will get his eyes
tested in school. But in the case
 1 of amplyopia ( lazy eye) vision
in the affected eye may already
be premanently reduced.
Amblyopia often is the result
of a weakness in the eye
muscles which cause one eye to
move independently of the
other, thus producing double
vision. When this happens, the
brain rejects the second image,
thereby checking the use of the
faulty eye. Then the child may
see clearly, but only with one
eye. If this is allowed to con-
tinue very long, the rejected eye
becomes permenently
weakened, and cannot later be
brought back to full usefullness.
To guard against this and
other common vision problems,
the Kentucky Society for the
Prevention of Blindness urges
parents to have a child's eyes
examined .shortly after birth
and again by age four, then on a
periodic, regular basis
throughout his growing years.
It is important for parents to
be aware of some of the vision
problems that can affect a
growing child, and to play a
more active role in protecting a
youngster's eyesight.
A problem related to am-
blyopia is strabismus, when the
eyes are not straight, but turn in
(crossed eyes) or out ( wall
eyes), up or down. It will not
improve by itself, nor will it be
outgrown. The eyes can only be
straightened through
professional treatment—by use
of glasses, patching, eye drops,
surgery or eye exercises, singly
or in combination.
Myopia and hyperopia and
astigmatism should also be
diagnosed and corrected as







vision screenings geared to
detecting eye problems among
the very young. These
screenings are significant







Applicants must have com-
pleted three units in English,
and three in mathematics in-
cluding algebra and plane or
coordinate geometry or their
equivalents, and must fulfill the
basic physical and moral
requirements.
Coast Guard cadets obtain an
excellent undergraduate
education at no personal cost. In
addition, they receive pay and





nine majors which include:





These areas of academic in-
terest, combined with the
varied elective courses,
establish a solid foundation for
a challenging career.







Mrs. Carol G. Dutton, Rt. 5,
Renton, Carmel! Heath, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy C. Fox, Bx
22, Dexter, Robert G. Mc-
Dermot, 209 S. 13th., Murray,
Miss Carrie B. Moffitt, 307 S
8th., Murray, Mrs. Hazel H.
Jones, 803 N. 18th.," Murray,
Robert B. Hatcher, 1504
Glendale Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Nadine Beane, 1300 Sycamore,
Mrs. Linda Guthrie, 808 N.
18th., Murray, Master Micheal
D. Carr, 1710 Plainview,
Murray, Mrs. Genevieve
Adams and Baby Girl, 1727
Keenland, Murray, Yvette A.
Foster and Baby Girl, 305 Pine,
Murray, Mrs. Tammy L. Holt
and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Benton,
Mrs. Brenda S. Darnall and
Baby Boy, 1503 Oak, Benton,
Mrs. Willie R. Hornbuckle and•
Baby Girl, 109 Chestnut,
Murray, Ivan E. Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Eltrie M. Coleman, Rt. 2-
Bx 13, Murray, 011is L. Cain,
Jr., Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Fannie I..
Rushing, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Murray, Mrs. Hutchie Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Lawson B.




NEW YORK — Mario
Badescu, leading. New York
skin care expert, opposes -
shaving against beard
„growth: "Men should shave
in one direction only ... with
the beard growth rather than
against it. .
"By shaviag against the
beard, you are gradually)
forcing a change in the dire(-
' tion-of beard growth and this
will lead to only one thing
ingrown hairs - and every
man knows how unpleasant
they are," he explains
"A Pm To See A Peepshow,
a four-part drama series based
on a sensational London murder
trial of the 19201', begins on
Kentucky Educational
Television KET ) Friday,
September 12, at 9p. m. (CDT).
In 1922, Edith Thompson and
her lover, Bywaters, were
convicted in London for the
murder of her husband. Edith's
lawyers claimed that cir-
cumstantial evidence convicted
her, and she was hanged for
adultery.
Written in 1934, 12 years after
the Thompson-Bywaters trail,
"A Pin To See A Peepshow"
focuses in-depth on her
character and background as
well as the social attitudes of
the times. The play created a
furor because of the capital
punishment issue and was
censored in parts of England
because the protagonist's
relatives were still alive.
The first segment of the series
airs on KET Friday, September
12 at 9 p. m. (CDT).
America's first hest-seller
book was written by Mary
Rowlandsos who told of her or-
deal as a prisoner after her
capture by Indians during King
Phillip's War, in 1676. The book
was printed after her death and














By virtue of a judgment
and order of sale of the
-Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the August
26th Term thereof 1975, in
the above cause, for the
sum of Twenty Seven
Thousand One Hundred
Twenty Five and 07-100
(27,125.07) Dollars, with
interest at the rate of $6.34
per day from the 27th day
of August 1975, until paid
and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in
the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction
on the 22nd day of Sep-
tember 1975, at 1:00
o'clock p.m.., or
thereabout, upon a credit
of six months, the
following described
property, to-wit!
Being a part of Section
10, Township 1, Range 4,
East; and beginning at a
point located on the West
right of way line of U.S.
641, said beginning point
being 637.56 feet South of





from said point of
beginning along the edge
of U. S. 641 South 14
degrees 22 minutes 34
seconds West for a
distance of 124.85 feet to a
point marked by a post
and located on a fence
line; thence north 75
degrees 49 minutes 6
seconds West for a
distance or352.42 feet to a
point at the intersection of
two fences; thence North
1 degree 54 minutes 22
seconds West for a
distance of 129.93 feet to a
point, thence South 75
degrees 49 minutes 6
seconds East for a
distance of 388.85 feet to
the point of beginning.
Being the same property
conveyed to Gayle 1.
Thompson and wife,
Laura W. Thompson, by
Frank F. Keene, and
Jennie V. Keene of record
in Microfilm Book 153,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 5, Card
2245.
For the purchase price,
the pur^haser must
execute bond, with ap-
proved securities,
bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be prepared






The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing September 16, 1975. at 7:30 p. m. in
the Murray City Hall Building. The purpose of this
public hearing is to receive public comment con-
cerning the following proposed zoning changes from
R-2 Residential to PO Professional Office.
Beginning at a point on the west right-of-way of
South 12th Street, this same point being located ap-
proximatley 130.00' north of the intersection of.„.the
north right-of-way of Sycamore Street and the west
right-of-way of South 12th Street.
Thence, in a westerly direction for e distance of
162.00' to a point, thence north parallel with the west
right-of-way of South 12th Street for a distance of
71.00' to a point thence east parallel with the north
right-of-way of Sycamore Street a distance of 162.00'
to a point located on the west right-of-way of South
12th Street, thence south along the right-of-way of
South 12th Street a distance of 71.00' to the point of
beginning.
Beginning at a point on the west right-of-way of
South 12th Street, this same point located 201.00'
north of the intersection of the west right-of-way of
South 12th "Street and the north right-of-way of
Sycamore Street. Thence in a westerly direction
parallel with the north right-of-way of Sycamore
Street for a distance of 167.00' to a point. Thence
north, parallel with the west right-of-Way of South
12th Street for a distance of 71.00' to a point. Thence,
in an easterly direction parallel with the north right-
of-way of Sycamore Street for a distance-of 167.00'
to a ppint on the west right-of-way of South 12th
Street. ,Thence, south along the west right-of-way of
South T2111 Street a distance of 71.00' to*the point of
beginning.
All interested persons are cordially invited to at-
'tend this public hearing. .
MURRAY PLANNING COMMISSION
Dr. Marshall Gordon, Chairman )
Dan W. Grimes, Resident Planner
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Circuit Court Bank of
Murray Plaintiff, versus




By *tile if a judgment
and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the Sep-
tember 6th Term thereof
1975, in the above cause,
for the sum of Three
Thousand Eight Hundred
Thirty and 41-100
( 3,830.41) Dollars, with
interest at the rate of 88
cents per day from the
18th day of March 1974,
until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of
Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public
auction on the 22nd day of
September 1975, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit
of six -months, the
following described
property, to-wit:
A tract of land situated in
the County of Calloway,
State of Kentucky, Sec-
tion 2. Township 2, Range
4 East and being more
particularly described as
follows;
Beginning at an iron_pipe___
located on the West right-
of-way of U.S. 641, said
point being located on a
transition from a 90-foot
right-of-way to an 80-foot
rigItt.etwary;
South 10 degrees • 00
minutes 00 seconds West
( passing through a wit-
ness pin at 214.67 feet)
224.67 feet; thence North
79 degrees 49 minutes 20
seconds West 173.88 feet
to an iron pipe; thence
North 9 degrees 9 minutes
59 seconds East 181.91 feet  
to an iron pipe; thence
North 86 degrees 32
minutes 40 seconds East
181.50 feet to the point of
beginning. This tract
contains 0.818 acres.
Jeffrey D. Teitloff and
wife, Jacqueline Teitloff,
obtained title to the
above-described property
by deed from Gene A.
Hill, et ux, date October 8,
1973 and recorded on
Microfilm in Book 153,
Card 6 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price,
the purchaser must
execute bond, with ap-
proved securities,
bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be prepared










regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4


















SPECIAL. the Rib Shack is
now open 7 days per week
from 8:00 a. m. to 8:00 p.
m. featuring Bar-B-Que
ribs and pork. Weekend
specials are Fish dinners
with all the trimmings on
Friday or take a° trip

















Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizerit .753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED









can do for you.
None Sonya Futrell, 753-
4 505 for complimentary
facial.





is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
5. Lost And Found
LOST GOLD I-D bracelet,
got name Jeri on it. Call
436-2159.
LOST-HEAVY Bodied, 5
month old short haired,
solid white, male dog.
Pointed ears long nose.
Hard of hearing. Childs
pet. Lost in Almo Com-
munity. Call 753-7539.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver





Party Plans. Call 753-
5550.
12 Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up








cost analysis and price
calculations. Must be able





must be a self starter,
responsible and capable
of working with minimum
supervision. For flicyies
e t alls on fhis-COIenging-
opportunity, call Joe
Belger at Paris, 642-9161.
PART-TIME help in cafe.
Sundays and evenings.
Call Bob's Country Cafe,
Puryear red light. Call
901-247-5132 for interview.
LATEX HOUSE paint sale. -
Two gallons for $14.95.




When you used supplies,
flpipmelit or service cell
Chownime is whet we
knew best. Iflo Woo stow









lady. Must be able to de











Dream Home To Rubble
Insurance From
14 Want To Bu,
GOOD USED baby bed.
Call 436-2337
USED 38 CALIBER S and
W. 2 inch. Call 753-8964.
GOOD USED CEMENT
USED AIR conditioners,
15,000 BTU and up. Call
753-1551 or 753-9104.
'VESFEEirroar wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing




(Rear of J.E.B. Music)
753-7575
AS OF THIS DATE, Sep-
tember 12, 1975, I will no
longer be responsible for





for inature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,
age and phone to Box 32N.
8. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
9. Situations Wanted
15 Articles For Sale
15. Articles For Sale
OLD DRESSER,
Mahogany French
Provincial, 49" with claw
feet and beveled mirror,
also 1" beveled wall
mirror 18 x 36, old 5 h. p.
outboard motor cheap,
good 22 rifle scope 4X,
electric long and short
wave mineral light, Bill
Grandstaff prints from
$10.50 to $50 00 limited
edition prints. Phone 753-
9672.
PLAY PEN with pad, $8.00.
Two dozen pre-folded
heavy weight diapers,
$6.00. Diaper pail, $2.00.
Colonial style hardwood
high chair with pad. $8.00.




15 Articles For Sale








ONE 23" black and
white T.V.






















individual will have an
associate degree in
amathematical vocatio-
n or several years of
related experience in an
industrial engineering






salary to P. 0. Box 32










time opportunity? Be an
Avon Representative.
Meet people, sell famous
products, set-your • own
schedule and make
money. I'll show you how.
Call 443-3366 or write





BINDER TWIN 6.00 roll.
Murray Supply Company.
SPECIAL PURCHASE
one-third h. p. shallow
well pump complete with
tank and pressure con-
trols. Regular $178.00 now
$106.00. Murray Supply
Company.
SAVE USW, 5 h. p. Gilson
Tiller with power reverse.
Retail $299.95 - $199.95.
Murray Supply Company.
SIX FT. WOOD step lad-
der. $10.95. Murray
Supply Company.
BABY CAR SEAT, hood





GAS HEATER, 5 h. p.
Sears riding mower, 3 h.
p. push mower. Call 753-
8067 after 5 p. m.
SLABS for sale. Call 436-
2337.
12. Insurance
MOBILE HOME and home
owners insurance at low
rates. Joe Sledd In-
surance agency, 753-1408.
HAND OPERATED
elevator. Platform 6 x 6.
Cheap. See at Beale
Hardware 3rd and Main
FIVE H. P. air com-
pressor, like new. Phone
753-3018.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 1-2 CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone-587-2420.
•
BOYS LEVI'S, size 12
regular. Call 7534965.
SAVE $$$$$$$. 8h. p. Gilson





40" electric stove. Real
cheap. Call 753-0634
REFRIGERATOR and
stove in good condition.
Call 753-9681.
TABLE with six chairs. See
at 507 South 7th.
ONE BROYHILL Early
American couch, one
couch that makes a bed.
Owner moving, must go.
Price has been reduced.
Call 753-7700 or 489-2643.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
28.93. Office hours; T2'-5. -











'TEABERRY 23 Brand CB
mobile with antenna
$200.00. Call 753-6487.
NEW CREAGOR SS mags.
13" and new Gillette tires,
raised white letters. Call
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WO 'Jet eSt1 1795
Antiques
Round Oak Table









IDEA, 2 row corn picker
mounted on 400 Case
diesel. Both in very good
condition. 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor and 3000
Freeman loader with self-
contained hydraulics.
Gravel bucket and new
manure bucket. Call 753-
5107.
COMBINES
1972 IHC 615 and corn
unit $10,500
1968 IHC 403 Hydro-
$6,750
1967 IHC 403 Belt-$6,000
All Gleaner and corn
unit -$5,500
1973K Gleaner - $14,500
1971-915 IHC -$13,000
1971 - 410 M. F. Hydro -
$7,000
1969 - 410 M. F. - $6,500
1966- II-1C 303 - $3,000
1967 - IHC 303- $3,250








20' DAY CRUISER, can be





RALEIGH 27" 10 speed
bike. Call 492-8897
14 FT. JON BOAT, 15 h. p.
Evinrude motor, trailer,
two seat cushions, two
paddles. $350. Call 753-
9840.
BOAT, MOTOR AND
trailer. 1973 model, good
condition, reasonable
price Call 435-4425
26" FIVE SPEED bike.
$65.00. Call 753-0252.
1974 CHALLENGER Mark
IV bass boat, 115 h. p.
Jotapon motor. Custom




access- lot at Pine Bluff
Shores - $350.00. Lot No.
628. Call 753-1812
1974 18 FT. STARCRAFT
pro bass boat and trailer
with 135 Evinrude
trolling motor and all tne
extras. Will accept traie-
in of runabout or
motocycle. $3,800. Call
436-2211.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power




Take up payments. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
BALDWIN PIANOS and










$100.00. Both in excellent
condition. Call 753-6406.
TWO CLARINETS, ex-




cymbals, extra large floor
Tom and cases. If in-
teresteeri,onra-et TiaiiIa A:
Wells at 762-4151 and
arrange an appointment
PIANO, good condition,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, air
condition, on lake Blood




mile fromtown. $75.00 a
month. Call 753-9773.
ENJOY COUNTRY living,
3 bedroom, bath and half,
more extras. For in-




Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 753-
3855.
31. Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR house in
the country with garden
space available. Can fix
up if necessary. Please
call collect 314-291-3522
after 5 p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
- _North_ 763-8688. _
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
A rtments South 16th
ttni  Cali7691rogligreerIgsztofar"-'''"---
after 4 p. m.
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet











J. & B. Music
24. Miscellaneous
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast iron fire




16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.






USED 14 h. p. John Deere
48" mower, automatic
transmission, hydraulic
lift. $895. Murray Supply
Company.
ELECTRIC FENCE in-
sulators for metal posts.





been used, $350. Call 436-
2211.
27 Mobile Home Sales
EXTRA NICE 1972 Mobile
home, 12 x 64. Two
bedroom, two baths, with
air and underpinning.
$5200. Can rent lot if
desired. Call 489-2440:
12 x 60 All electric, 2
bedrooms, fully fur-
nished, with air con-
ditioner, washer and
dryer. $3,000. Call 753-
1847.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer













big porch, good condition.









White Hall $105.00 per














34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house at





DING for horses and
ponies. Good facilities,
reasonable rates. Phone
436-2336 after 6:00 p. m.
for details.
38 Pets - Supplies
BEAGLE PUPS, 8 weeks
old, AKC registered, 6








black; black an silver;
black and tan; shots and
wormed; excellent pets
and protectors. Phone
502-3624764 or Mickey or
Rebekah Holland.
38. Pets • Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,





10 weeks old. Also one
Cocker Spaniel, female.
Call 753-5349.
SIX PARTY PLUS Hardin
Pentecost Church
Rummage Sale. Satur-
day, September 13,8 a. m.
-2 p. m. at the American
Legion Hall.
AKC REGISTERED




YARD SALE 1107 Main
Street. Saturday 13th. 8
o'clock in the morning.
CARPORT SALE,
Saturday 13th, 8-5. 411
South 8th Street.
YARD SALE, bicycles and
parts, baby furniture,
toys and games, five rum





South 7th, 9 til ?, Satur-
day.
YARD SALE, 3 party at 213
North 13th., Saturday, 8a.
m. Adult and children
clothing, coats, bicycle
and miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, 617 North 4th
t. Firstsack house North
of Chestnut. Teen size
clothing, also larger size.
45r. p.m. records, books,
drapes, bottles, crocheted
table cloth, goose feather
vtlE6WS," TrITSrellIntolTs.
Saturday, September
13th, 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
FIVE PARTY GARAGE
SALE. Friday and
Satruday. Starts at 9 a. m.
White antique bedroom




TO BUY or sell Re-al
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
have local and out of state
buyers and handle
property of all kinds, in
both Kentucky and
Tennessee. We need your
listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
One of tlie best older modern
beams lo Calleirey Ceenty with
too sonny room to mitosis&
Lams let. Wade trees. litre
building kw sloop. Priced to sell.
Located in kirlisey.
nose bedroom brick, 2 Wks,
cinttrol beet sad eir, **skis
stereos, lot for perdmi 120




Across from Port Office
753 3263
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore' has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call




B. B. Hook, 753-2387;
Audra Moody, 753-9036;
Pat Mobley 753-8958
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail ( Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street









































































































































































sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
40 ACRES, PRICED JUST
RIGHT for you at only
$12,500. Ideal for cattle or
horses, mostly fenced,
has about 18 tendable
acres and tobacco base,
year round creek, through
property, this could be the
one you've been waiting
for. Call MOFFITT
REALTY CO., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
44. Lots For Sale
TWO ADJOINING lots for





$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy a large




Telephone 436-5320 or 436-
46. Homes For Sale
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
FOUR BEDROOM, older
home, $8,000. Call 492-8883
Hazel.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
47. Motorcycles
1975 MX125 Suzuki. 1973
CR250 Honda Elsinore.
1973 Honda MX70 Fox Go
Boy Go Cart. Call 753-3724
after 5:00.
MOTOBECANE motor-
bike. Runs good, $50.
Goodyear highway patrol
10 speed bicycle. Good
condition, $35.00. Call 753-
2263.
2473. 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
siman Call 436-5335 after 5:00 n
SIX ROOM Brick House,
1,,2 baths, 6 miles from
city limits. 40 x 40 garage.
10 acres of land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway
frontage. Will trade for





for a MOO tax credit.





living room, dining room,
kitchen, den, 2 baths, 3
miles from Murray on
Mayfield Road. Call 753-
8182 for appointment.
BY OWNER Canterbury
Estates, 3 bedroom brick,
colonial, 2v2 baths,
central gas heat and air.







chrome. Got to see to
believe. Best offer. 1973
Yamaha 360 Endura road
and dirt combination.
Licensed for road. Brand
new engine; $500 or best
offer. Go out 94 East to
Paul Morris's Grocery
and pass it. First paved
road to left, 1346. Fifth
house on left. After 5.
1974 YAMAHA motorcycle,
model 500A, A-1 condition
with windhsield, luggage
carrier and dual mirrors.
Just over 2000 miles. If
interested contact David
A. Wells at 762-4151 for an
appointment.
1972 YAMAHA street bike.
200 c.c. Electric starter,




1972 HONDA 450 motor-
cycle, headers, sissy
bars, extended front end.
$500.00. Call 753-2720.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 AND 1970 Pickup
Truck. Also 1968 Old-
smobile. Call 436-5366.
1972 VEGA GT with hat-
chback, 4 speed. Price
$1,250. Call 436-2147.





with top. Extra good
condition. Power steering
and air. Call 436-5638.
1968 FORD, automatic, air,
all power, $600.00. Call
753-0485 after 1 p. m. or
753-1777.
1969 GRAND PRIX Pon-
tiac. Full equipped, fine
condition. Also 19" Black
and White TV with stand.
Call 753-1874 after 7 p. m
1967 IMPALA, one owner,






"M*AGER -TO MARK- UP 1, 6° TO CAN




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, it mile east









7838. TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour











*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Aluminum Siding and Trim
Installed by
Aluminum Service Co.
Will Ed Bailey • 492-8897




Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome *wood sod oporoloil over 20 years. Do sot siva ono centred
moil OA Si filled
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914




PEST C ONT ROL
3 t
1967 OLDS 442. Call 767-
2741
1973 NIAZDA RX3, coupe.
Low mileage, 4 speed.
Wankel Engine. Phone
753-9323.
1972 VW SUPER Beetle.
New tires, very good
shape. $1400. Call 753-
0165.
1968 CORVETTE 1-TOP
327-300 h. p., 4 speed,
$3,500, firm. Call 753-8251
after 4:30 p. m.
1968 PEUGEOT. Low
price. Needs some work.
Excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-9566.





long wheel base. 37,500
actual miles. Call 753-
3969.
1975 VW, 1972 Yamaha-
Call 753-8607 after 4 p. m.
VAN, 1971 Chevy.
Automatic, good con-




steering and brakes. 9,000
miles. $4,100. 1973 Ford
Ranchero, straight drive,
29,000 miles. $2,600. Call
753-0119.
1970 FORD country sedan
wagon, power and air.




























and small engines, 436-
5525.
ROY HARMON'S Car-






Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
LIGHT HAULING and
yard work done. Call 753-
2732.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing






Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.







plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call









them easier and preven-
ting damage in the
future.




efficient service. No job




needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
negotiable. Call 753-8761.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.












FIVE six week old kittens
Call 753-.1917.
TEN WEEK OLD female
dog, black mixed , breed.
Will be small. Call 474-
2752.
1970 FORD TORINO,
$1,250. Also, brand new
girl's bicycle, $40.00 Can
be -seen at B-2 Fox
Meadows after 3:00 p. rnit





rebuilt. Four speed. Call
753-0905 or 753-8940.
1974 CORVETTE T top,
automatic, air, all power.





Shower, hot and cold -
water, refrigerator' and
stove, gas furnace. Call
after 4. 753-3558
Close Out!
On New 1975 Car's
Buy now and save
Don't wait any longer'
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
See Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wr,,






CAR SEAT, RECTIK HAIR ROLLERS, TOYS 01:1REWS CLOTHES,
DAM'S & WOMEN'S CLOTHES, SMALL PIECES Of uRNITURE, $NOES,
ODD omen, MWEERY, MUCH, MUCH MORE
NOTICE
Due to the many sales which we have made in the last 6 weeks, we are
in need of new listings. We have customers waiting for properties
Call Guy Spann Realty today to list your property. 753 7724
702 GOODMAN. Brick 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den,
central gas heat and electric air, carpet, drapes,
fireplace, carport, built-ins in the kitchen. Only
$32,000.
306 OAKDALE. 14 rooms, 5 bedrooms, 31,2 baths,
full basement with playroom, bar and sauna bath,
central gas heat and electric air, Carpet, fireplace,
built-ins in kitchen. This home is one of the finest in
Murray. It has all the extras. Call for details.
LAKE COTTAGE. 4 rooms. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath.
Near 'Some Other Place'. A steal at $6,200.
Locust Grove Church Road at highway 121. 8 room,
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home on 13/4 acres, Central
heat and air, carpet, den, dining room, fireplace,
built-ins. An excellent home-an excellent buy.
$37,750.
Near Lynn Grove. 6 room, 2 bedroom frame house
on 1L2 acres. Possession with deed. A real buy at
$1Q,200.
INCOME PROPERTY. 3 units. 1 apartment has 2
bedrooms and 2 baths. 2 units have 1 bedroom and I
bath. $340 income per month. Excellent return on in-
vestment. $30,500.
6 Lake lots as a block. Sacrifice for only $2,000.
307 S. 15th Street. Home with 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1
bath. Electric heat, window air conditioner on a
deep lot. Also has a furnished apartment in rear.
House rented for $125 and apartment for $75. Fine
property for only $21,500.
16 acres. 12 tendable has site for trailer. Good
storage building, well, pump and septic tank. 7
miles from Murray near Van Cleve.
Locust Greve Church Rood. 6 room; 3 bedrooms, 1%
bath home. Electric heat, attic and outside storage
on a huge 120 x 412 foot lot. Only $25,000.
On 13/4 acres near the "Some Other Place" Boat
Dock on Cypress Creek, real nice 3 bedroom cottage
-melt,- dining -maim it-you- are
looking for a place to have a garden and privacy.
This is for only $18,000.
40 acre wooded tract about "2 mile from Lake at An-
derson Creek. Good for developing or just wooded
retreat. Only $16,500.
Well located on Keenland Drive. 4 bedroom brick
veneer on large lot. Central gas heat, central air, 2
baths, kitchen with all built-ins, double carport,
wall to wall carpet, drapes. $39,900.
Lot in Baywood Vista, 60 x 245. Suitable for house
trailer or home. $1,250.
A nice wooded lot on N. 18th Street near Main
Street. Has large shade trees. A beautiful setting for
a home.
641 South at city limits. 10 acres of prime, partly
wooded land. Ideal for subdividing.
Nice corner lot in Sherwood Forrest. Priced to sell,
$2,500.
Really nice 2 bedroom home on Farris Ave. Has
huge den, with fireplace. Has all appliances in-
cluding washer, dryer, range, refrigerator, drapes,
carpet. Must see to appreeiate. By appointment
oral< Reduced to $29,750.
Lot at South Pleasant Grove Church ready for hook-
up. Has well, septic tank and power.$3,875.
We have one of the best home and business com-
binations listed. We have ever had, consists of a
beautiful three bedroom brick home and a large
brick store and restaurant. Well stocked, the whole
deal has to sell together. Store carries a large in-
ventory. Call us for more information.
On Graham Road SE. 3 bedroom brick on 1L2 acres.
1½ baths, carport, built-ins, fireplace, carpet, trees.
2-bay shop building and 12 x 26 beauty shop. Deep
well. House has Pella windows. $44,000.
15 acres on Irving Cobb Road suitable for
developing. Has nine good building sites. 30,000
broad feet of mature lumber. 6 acres cleared.
$15,000.
1"2 acres on Bethel Road. Has 2 outbuildings, well
and Septic tank. Good location for mobile home.
$3,000.
Nice 2 bedroom frame at 403 Elm Street. Has 4
closets, carpet and newly decorated inside and out.
Ready to move into-and possession with deed. Ideal
retirement home in walking distance of town. Has
garage. Priced to sell at $13,500.
12 acres 5 miles north of Murray on 641 North. 6
room brick home, 3 bedrooms, bath, well, outside
storage, electric wall heat, window air-conditioner,
new septic tank, large shop building and 10 acres of
beans.
10 acre farm with 7 outbuildings, 6 room house, 3
bedrooms, bath, Vireplaces. full basement, $29,500
Additional 47 acres available or could be purchased
seperately. Call 753-7724 for details.
58 Acre farm, partly fenced, good year round
spring, 2 wells, tobacco base, 6 miles east of Dexter
$19,000.
342 miles south on 641. Large 4 bedroom brick home
with 5-car brick front clean-up shop renting for $185
per month. On 1½ acre lot. Has dishwasher, built-in
range, wall to wall carpet, 2 baths, full basement,
double carport. Have your own business at home or
rent the shop and have a lovely home with income.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Crazy Horse Billiar-
ds located 200 North 15th Street is immediately
available. 4 apartments epdairs rent at $80 each 8
pool tables and asserted vending machines. Fine
annual gross total. 4 years remaining on lease at
reasonable price.
Trailer home at center ridge, on 2 commercial
lots on paved street. Electric heat. All for only
$9,000.
_
60 acres land. 25 tendable, balance in pasture. Good
fence, new well and septic tank. Large pond. Price
right.
40 Acres on Swift Road. Partly planted in beans.
Balance in woods, real nice building location, about
2 miles NW of Kirksey.
On Loch Lomand Dr. near all schools-large 3
bedroom ( large closets), living room, dining room,
family room, kitchen with built-ins, utility, 2 baths,
and a hugh (24' x 28' garage with enclosed storage
room plus permanent stairs to attic storage, also
has patio. On a large 100' x 225' lot. REBATE 2,000.
On 444 1,4 mile east of New Concord. Nice two
bedroom brick veneer on one acre wooded lot, has
large living room with fireplace, kitchen and dining
area and garage. A good buy at $25,000. Possession
with deed.
,At,743.11road St. Entensied. We have a titer-little two •
bedroom aluminum siding house on nice lot for only
$10,800. Possession with deed.
At Panorama Shores we have real nice brick veneer
and cedar cottage, has large living room with
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, den, kitchen and dining area,
deck on nice lot, two lots from good water.
At 413 North 5th Street, pretty good frame house has
deep lot with some trees, redecorated. A good house
for the money. Price $10,000.
A fine wooded waterfront lot in Panarama Shores.
Ideal for your house on the lake. 916,000.
2 Bedroom, bath home on a 901 310 lot in Hazel. Has
2nd floor that could be furnished into a huge room or
two large bedrooms. Priced for quick sale at $5,250.
Lovely Colonial Home at 1304 Olive Blvd. Has 6
bedrooms, 4 baths, all built-ins, carpet, 21,2 car
garage, patio, drapes. You must see this to ap-
preciate it. Also has rental property on back of lot.
Brings in $350 per month in rentals.
Beautifully wooded subdivision on Lake Barkley.
Has 97 lots with 34 waterfront lots. This area has
been surveyed out, platted and is ready for roads to
be built. Call for further information.
Beautiful building lots on Penny Road. 2 acres 2/40
mile north of Coldwater Road. $8,000.
1638 Olive is a nice 1L2 story brick home with 3 or 4
bedrooms, family room, 21/2 baths, carpet, 2-car
garage, draperies. A large well kept home for some
family.
Older home on S. 8th 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, one bath.
Gas floor furnance. 1 window air conditioner, dining
mom. wall to wall carpet, full basement. Large lot
85 x 290. Property also has separate 2-car garage
with apartment above rents for $75.00 per mo. Has a
shop 25' x 30' behind garage. $25,500.
Gatesboro home with 3-bedrooms, 2 baths, ir
fireplaces, all built-ins, den and large game roorg.
Double garage, carpet, drapes. A lovely home
reduced for quick sale. Only $44,000.
House and 5 acres with 6-7 hundred feet frontage on-
Hwy. 94 East near Kenlake State Park. Has 4
bedroom frame house. store building, fish house.
Tr- smoke house and 2 other buildings. This is good
commercial property. $32,000.
We have the 1. and B Grocery Store-Restaurant
located on 121 five miles SE of Murray. One acre of
land, 2 bedroom apartment over store. All stock and
fixtures in both store and restaurant. Here is a good
deal for the business minded person.
1202 Melrose, really nice 3 bedroom brick with all
built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet, draperies.
Attached garage. A real sharpe place. $24500.
Need Income Property. Quality build, 1½ year old 2
story brick apartment with 4 units near university'
and shopping. All have central heat and air, carpet,
built-ins, utility rooms with washer-dryer hook-up.
All apartments have frost-free refrigerator
freezers. Fully rented. Shown by appointment only
Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listings Phone 753-7724
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
tool D. Cole - 753-9723
Prentice Dunn • 753-5725
Jack Person - 753-8961
Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker- 753-2409
Bob Spann - 753-2587
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Mrs. Rollie 11,ula Darnell )
Roberts of Benton Route Three
died Wednesday at eleven p. m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The deceased was 85 years of
age and a member of the New
Bethel Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Rollie Roberts; one daughter.
Mrs. Marie Yates of Benton;
one son, Kermit Roberts of




being held today at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. Jack Doom, Rev.
David Brasher, and Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.





Bonnie 0. Langston, former
resident of 1507 Main Street,
Murray, died this morning at
six o'clock at his home in
Franklin, Tenn.
He was 90 years of age and
was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Charlene Smith
Langston, on April 11, 1952. One
niece, Mrs. Harry Morell of
Franklin, Tenn., survives.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the body is
being returned to Murray by the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Price, at sects if imeal labareat at Nale
today furnished to the Ledger & 11inea by


















Thomas E. Williams of
Murray Route* Four, Hazel
Highway, died Thursday at
11:12 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 68 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness. W R Grace
The Murray man was em- Texaco
ployed with the Ryan Milk 
2enerceolriTer
_Company for. twenty.-,years, and-. C,eorsiaeasediike.r.. 4 *N..

















Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
EDT. today furnkshed to the 1..edter &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
urra . are as follows'
U.S. Homes Ii 4-%
Kaufman & Broad 7 +s
Ponderosa Systems 9s ,+%
Kimberly Clark 27 -44





United Methodist Church. He
had been active in the Boy Scout
program in Murray. born
•September 6, 1907, in Owen- C
-sboi•- ,-t-re was the 3012nf -the late- "I
Briley Williams.
Mr. Williams is sUrvived by
his wife, Mrs. Gaynelle
Williams, Murray Route Four;
two sons, Tommy Williams of
Murray and W. T. Williams of
Owensboro; one brother, Bill
Williams of Louisville; four
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
Fisher and Rev. Mickey Car-
penter officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home. The family
requests that expressions of
sympathy take the form of





Mrs. Burlie Orr, widow of
Tilrnan Orr of Hazel Route One,
Taylor's Store Community, died
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 88 years of age and
was a member of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church. Born
November 19, 1886, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Waldrop and
Azelle Paschall Waldrop.
Mrs. Orr is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Oral Kelso of
Hazel Route One, Mrs. Hollie
Paschall of Murray, and Mrs._
Clovis Jones of Murray Route
Four.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at three p.m. at the Oak
Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
Robert Ivy and Rev. Harold
Smotherman officiating.
Pallbearers will be Gerald
Paschall, Paul A., Robert, and
Marvin Lassiter, J. W. Redden,
and Dan Billington. Burial will
be in the Oak Grove Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.
"At the Post of Duty" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. W. Edd Glover at the
eleven a. m. services on Sun-
day, September 14, at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from Judges
7:21.
- The choir, directed by Davis
Henderson with Mrs. Emrria
Dean Lawson as pianist, will
present special music.
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford
will be the greeters.
Sunday School will be at ten a
m. and evening worship at 6:30
Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Moffett
Regular services will be held
at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main Streets,
on Sunday, September 14, with
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m. and
worship at 10:45 a. m.
The church pastor, Rev.
Chuck Moffett, will speak on the
subject, "The People Box."
"0 My Seed Bless God" will
be the anthem to be sung by the
church choir, directed by Carl
Mowery.
Serving as acolytes will be
Heather Kodman and Peggy
Guy. Ushers . will be Harry
Conley, Jim Kline, Ken Harrell,
and Don Chrisman.
Bro. Ed Casteel To
Speak, Providence
"When is it too late to be a
Christian" will be the subject of
of the lesson Sunday at the New
Providence Church of Christ at
the eleven a. m. Worship hour,
discussed by Bro. Ed Casteel,
the church minister.
A period of Bible Study will
begin at ten a. m. with classes
for all ages.
Sunday evening the Bible
Study period will begin at six p.
m. and the worship hour at 6:30.
Bro. Casteel will discuss lesson
seven in the "Great Chapters of
the Bible." This week the
chapter will be Psalms 23-.-
"The God of David."
KLERK maw
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REGULAR GAD PIM" (SS 
ADULTS 54 mums)
. (QUPON GOOD 
10D 1 PERSON Olt ICC 11141tY
Michele Richardson, Murray, plays the french horn in the 230-member Univer-
sity-of Kentucky Wildcat Marching Band which will perform at home football
games and on television-during the 14K-vs. Pvtarvlarrefogameletit'She is tftto
daughter of Mr and Mrs Bethel Richardson Rt
Dr, -LW. Carlin To Be Speaker --Aif pollution
Revival, Hazel Baptist Church 
Unsatisfactory
In Paducah Area
The Hazel Baptist Church will
conduct revival services
beginning Monday, September
15, and continuing through
Sunday, September 21. Dr. L.
W. Carlin, pastor of the Calvary
Baptist Church of Paducah will
be the evangelist for the revival
meeting.
Dr. Carlin is a graduate of
West Kentucky Preachers
School in Murray, and Hall-
Moody College. Lexington
Baptist College presented him a
Doctor of Diviinty degree in
honor of his Bible scholarship
and his work in Christian
education. He also served on the
faculty of Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College in Mayfield.
Dr. Carlin was pastor of the
Bellview Baptist Church in
Paducah for 34 years. During
his pastorate the church grew
from a very' small congregation
to a membership of almost 900.
He is Widely known through his
Bro. Lawson Williamson,
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a. m. and 7:15 p.
m. services on Sunday, Sep-
tember 14, at the church.
At the morning service the
adult choir, directed by Tommy
Scott, will sing "Have You Had
A Gethsemane" and "I Love
Him So Much To Fail Him
Now." Music will be by Mrs.
Tommy Scott, pianist, Mrs. Jim
Neale, organist, and Mrs. Sandy
Outland, violinist.
The youth will meet at six p.
m. for choir practice and will
sing at the evening service.
Choruses will be sung with Kent
Harrison playing the guitar. A
baptismal service will be held
at the evening service.
Ron McAlister will serve as
deacon of the week. Nursery
workers will be Mary Warren,
Norma Paschall, Kathleen
Paschall, Bera Wells, and Linda
Cooper.
Sunday School will be at ten a.




Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 12, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 597-Est 1600 Barrows &
Gills Steady 25 lower Sows steady 50
higher most advance on weights under 500
U5I.2200.Z30lbs 660 00-60 50
IIS 1-3 209-240 Ito 159 50-60 00
US 2-4240.260 lbs $50 75-5950
I./S 3-4 260-260 lb. $58 '25-1375
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb, .55050-51 50
US 1-3300-450 lb, 15010-51.50is 1-3 esn-sso lb, 151 50-52 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 849 5650 50
Roars$,1$00-4l 00
radio ministry. the Bellview
Gospel Broadcast, and has
preached in more than 400
revival meetings and spoken in
many Bible conferences, a
church spokesman said.
Music for the revival meeting
. .
Dr. L. W. Carlin
will be under the direction of
Gene Orr Miller, music director
of the Hazel Church, and Dr.
James B. Carlin, son of the
evangelist. Mrs. Gwynn Key
will be the organist and Mrs.
Oneida White will be the pianist.
The pastor, James T.
Garland, and the Hazel Baptist
Church extend an invitation to
everyone to attend.
Monthly Singing To
Be Held Sunday At
Church Of Christ
The regular monthly singing
of the Calloway County chur-
ches of Christ will be held
Sunday, September 14 at the
Hazel building.
The singing, directed by song
leaders across the county, is
slated to begin at 2:30 p.m.
Extra parking space is
available at Ray's Texaco and
everyone is invited , a church
spokesman said.
Regular worship services are
planned for the Hazel church at
the usual times.
The morning sermon, by Don
Riley, will be "They Said It
Couldn't Be Done." The
scripture reading, by Dan
Grimes will be from Acts 5:28-
42. Special emphasis will be
given to verses 28, 29, and 42 for
this lesson.
The lesson for the six p.m.
service will be "We Say It Can't
Be Done •' with readings from
Acts 6:7 and 8:13.
Steve Barrow, Hugh Alton,
and Timmy Alton will serve the
Lord's Supper and Dewey Ea ley
will make announcements. The
children's class will meet at
5:30 p.m.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Air pollution levels were unsa-
tisfactory Thursday in Newport
and Paducah, according to the
State Division of Air Pollution.
The daily index issued by the
division showed Newport with a
reading of 31, resulting from
high ozone levels in the air.
Paducah registered .8,28 re-
sulting from heavy' haze.
Lexington registered at 15 be-
cause of carbon monoxide, Ash-
land was at'13 because of ozone
levels, and Owensboro had the
cleanest air of the five cities,
with a reading of three.
In Louisville, ozone was re-
ported in the acceptable range.
Grand Jury.
(Continued from Page II
number of witnesses and heard
medical testimony concerning
the cause of death. Based upon
the evidence we received, we
were unable to determine the




Grand Jury, have heard ex-
tensive testimony from
representatives of Tappan,
Local 1068 and local law en-
forcement officials. After
exhaustive investigation of acts
of violence, we find three in-
dividuals should be indicted.
Those indictments are returned
herewith.
"We, the Grand Jury, also
realize that the law en-
forcement agencies had not had
prior experience in crowd
control. We insist that ad-
ditional training in crowd
control be given all local law
enforcement officers and report
of the progress made be
presented to the next Grand
Jury."
The pastor of the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methqdist Church, Rev. Alex.
H. McLeod, Jr., will speak at
both the eleven a. m. and seven
p. m. worship services on
Sunday, September 14, at the
church.
"More Like the Master" will
be the special song to be sung by
the Church Choir, directed by
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gains as pianist.
Evening church activities
begin with choir practice and
Junior UMYF at six p. m. and
worship and Senior UMYF at
seven p. m.
- Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. During the entire month of
September the church is em-
phasizing Sunday School at-
tendance, said Rev. McLeod.
Bumper Crops Expected
To Shield Consumers
From Food Price Hikes
WASHINGTON (AP) —Grain
harvest prospects are down
slightly, but the Agriculture De-
partment is optimistic that the
bumper crops still predicted
will protect consumers against
sharp food price increases and
enable further sales to the So-
viet Union.
Officials said Thursday that
farmers will have a record
corn crop of 5.69 billion bush-
els, up 22 per cent from last
year. And the wheat harvest, at
just under 2.14 billion bushels,
also is a record and lq, per cent
bigger than in 1974.
Those estimates, based on
Sept. 1 indications, reflected a 3
per cent drop in corn prospects
from a month ago and a much
smaller decline in the wheat es-
timate.
J. Dawson Ahalt, Agriculture
Department staff economist,
told a news conference that the
reduction does not change the
department's estimate of 1975
food prices, currently predicted
to rise 9 per cent over 1974. Re-
Provided By Enrichment Center
Two student-oriented
programs are being provided by
the Personal Enrichment
Center this fall to acquaint
students with ideas and in-
formation not found in the
classroom.
One of the programs tagged
"The World of Work Today —
But Not Necessarily
Tomorrow" deals with making
students aware of the realities
and the myths of the em-
ployment scene. Paul
Naberezny, coordinator for the
program, explained that, -The
earlier a student begins
thinking about his future, the
more time he has to explore the
possibilities.•'
The program is geared to
provide information to students
concerning job interviews,
resumes, people to contact
about prospective positions, the
all-importsot career selection-
and creativity in job ap-
plications.
A formative plan is in
progress to publish a Career




This publication would inform
students of what companies
would be visiting the campus at
particular times. A "Job Info"
bulletin board is also in the
process of being established in
the Counseling and Testing
Center in Ordway Hall.
Saberezny will be beginning
these short programs Monday
evening in Clark Hall's first
floor television lounge. He will
then be conducting nightly
SP  ions in each of the dorms
through October 2. Signs and
notices will be posted of exact
times and places in every
dormitory.
The other program will be
conducted by representatives
from the two local banks. These
banking people will visit each
dorm in the same manner with
Information about checking
accounts, check writing,- bank
_raconciliatims, -deposits, and
checkbook records.
Dates and times for this
service will also be posted, so
check bulletin boards for fur-
ther information. If you have
specific questions, call Paul
Naberezny at 753-6851.
(Continued from Page 1)
for being classified as a
business.
"The second, which amends
Ordinance 513, includes
apartment businesses as a
category. It was felt that, in all
fairness, if an apartment owner
desired to purchase a privilege
license and to categorize
himself as a business, he should
be allowed to do so. If he desires
to remain as a residential unit,
then there should be no
argument concerning this, but
he would not be elgible for a
usage rate structure for water
and sewerage. Either course he
chose would result in a proper
contribution to the city for his
operation, either through a
business license or through his
water and sewer rate.
"The third, which amends
Ordinance 597, increases the
water rate for large users by 15
cents per 1000 gallons of usage.
The old and new rates are
quoted, and as you can see
homes are not affected, nor are
small businesses. Only those
using more than 35,000 gallons
of water monthly are affected.
"The fourth, which amends
Ordinance 598, increases the
sewer rate by 4 cents per
thousand gallons for large users
(over 35,000 gallons monthly
usage), and by 8 cents per
thousand gallons for extremely
large users ( over 60,000 gallons
monthly usage). The older
sewer rates and the new sewer
rates are given, and again, as
you can see, homeowners and
small businesses are unaf-
fected."
In another matter, coun-
cilmen W. R. Furches and
Philip Tibbs expressed their
displeasure at not being in-
formed of the investigation of
alleged missing money from
City Hall.
The discussion arose from an
article published in the Sep-
tember 4 issue of The Murray
Ledger dr Times which revealed
an investigation of the alleged
missing funds, reported to be
"bond meony."
"So far as I know the Police
haven't anything to do with it,"
Mayor John Scott said. "I
haven't any information to give
anyone."
Police Chief Brent Manning
said following last night's
meeting that the matter is still
under investigation and in-
dicated that if any funds are
"missing," they would be city
police court funds not Police
Department funds.
Mayor Senn did tell the
council that he hoped the in-
vestigation would be completed;
soot) and indicated that he
might have more concrete
information by this afternoon.
The council approved a $1,200
expenditure at the Murray City
Park to upgrade facilities in the
park. Work will be down by the
CETA force on picnic tables and




before the council and
requested the city fathers to
investigated alleged inequities
in Murray municipal housing.
Rutiedge did not name specific
instances but kid "inequities
exist and we can prove it to
you."
Rutledge also requested
additional work on streets in the
Douglass neighborhood.
Councilman Dave Willis pointed
out that the council had only
recently approved a curb and
gutter program in the neigh-
borhood which would be
financed entirely by the city
( the city's normal policy On
curbs, gutters and paving is for
the property owners on either
side of a street to each pay one-
third of the cost and the city to
pay one-third of the cost.)
It was reported that com-
plaints of excessive speed being
used by motorists on Farmer
and Miller avenues had beer
investigated and the Police
Department will use radar
equipment in the area in an
attempt to slow down the
traffic.
tail food prices ruse 14.5 per
cent in each of the past two
years.
"I don't think it really
changes our estimates on food
prices, certainly not for 1975,"
Ahalt said.
Meanwhile, an Iowa State
University economist said the
record grain crop would not be
reflected in lower meat prices
for the next year. "There's a
time lag before the livestock in-
dustry responds to the new
crop," Dr. Robert Wisner ex-
plained.
For example, bacon was sell-
ing in Des Moines for between
$2.09 and $2.39 this week,
double the price a year ago.
The Soviet Union, which
bought 177 million bushels of
corn, 154 million of wheat and
51 million of barley from U.S.
firms in July, wants more to





Test your football skills
against other youngsters
your own age. You have
a chance to win one of
18 trophies and go on to
the next level of compe-
tion. Bring your parent or
guardian in to registiTr
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